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Texas Chainsaw is a
massacre of a movie Page 20
You are getting sleepy,
says Tony Lee Page 14
Volunteers
assaulted
Attack on WLUSU volunteers
following Oktoberfest event
reproduces questions of safety
WILBUR MCLEAN
Editor-in-Chief
The issue of WLUSU volun-
teers being - abused while
assisting- at off-campusu
events re-appeared this past
weekend after two BAC-
CHUS volunteers were
assaulted following an
Oktoberfest event at the
Kitchener Memorial
Auditorium.
An unidentified male stu-
dent tackled Kam Athwal on
a bus travelling from the
Aud to the Aird Underpass
on Thursday night. The
same student then grabbed
another volunteer, Jordan
Fontaine, by the collar upon
leaving' the bus before secu-
rity managed to detain him.
"He pummelled
__ _
a
me.
-Kam Athwal, Bacchus
Volunteer
Athwal sustained minor
injuries after the attack, cit-
ing; "a good welt" on the
back of her head. Fontaine
was uninjured.
According to Athwal, the
attacker leaped onto her
after she repeatedly request-
ed he remain seated while
the bus was in motion.
Athwal stood next to the
wild student in an attempt to
control him, but he contin-
ued his rowdiness and after
further requests by Athwal.
the assaulter began asking
her. "'What can you do?
What can you do?"' claims
Athwal. "I didn't see why it
had to come to what I could
or couldn't do, I just wanted
him to sit like everybody
else."
After a brief silence
between the two. the attack-
er tackled Athwal. throwing
her across the bus. causing
her head to collide with the
side of the bus.
"He pummelled me," said.
Athwal, who quickly
informed other volunteers of
his actions once the bus
reached its destination.
When the student got off
the bus, he forcibly grabbed
Fontaine around the collar
after noticing that Fontaine
had pointed him out to
Laurier Security. Officers
quickly tackled and hand-
cuffed the attacker.
"I didn't know what his
intentions were," comment-
ed Fontaine on the attack.
"Thankfully, security
jumped him before I got a
chance to find out."
Peter Jorg. WLU Security
Services Manager, was
unavailable for comment.
This attack comes just
three weeks after a number
of volunteers were assaulted
at Pikecoming, the annual
keg party held by the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity,
Jayna Patel, BACCHUS
co-ordinator, was supervis-
ing on both nights and was
quick to note that
"Pikecoming was a hundred
times worse."
Patel noted that this most
recent incident was a matter
of one student acting inap-
propriately, whereas
Pikecoming saw a large
throng of people misbehav-
ing.
In the end, both incidents
are a matter of a lack of
respect, according to volun-
teers.
"We go into it knowing
everybody's going to be
drunk, but in order for them
to be drunk you need people
to volunteer and be sober,"
said Athwal.
"Getting pummelled was
not on my list of things to do
that day."
Undressing for art
KATIE WEST
Arts Editor
A gentle forewarning: the
robe is going to slip off her
shoulders; he will also
shrug off his self-conscious-
ness
"
and bare all. In a
behind-the-scenes documen-
tary, Behind the Robe
undresses two nude models
to take a look at the nature
of their creative expression.
In short: two life drawing-
models talk about the
importance of taking off
their clothes.
The documentary's ori-
gin traces back to Laurier-
to Marshall Ward, a Pine
Arts professor who came up
with the idea for Behind the
Robe and then collaborated
with Jon Litchfield and
Robert Waldeck to put it all
together. Ward the
only drawing- class offered
at Laurier- yes, the same
class that is featured draw-
ing the nude models in the
documentary. From concep-
tion to completion, the
whole project only took six
months. With the help of
grants from CKCO and
WLU, the team of three was
off to a $3000 budget start.
The filming- of the documen-
tary took two weeks, with
interviewing' and modeling-
scenes taking place in
Laurier classrooms and the
KW art gallery. After the
nips and tucks of summer
editing-. Behind the Robe is
now behind the curtain,
opening this Thursday at
Princess Cinamas.
I know you're wondering
how much you'll see...yes
expect full-frontal shots.
Models Qeorgina and Ed lit-
eraly bare all (smirk), and.
offer an in-depth look at
how their job involves so
much more than taking- off
their clothes. They both
stress their role as artists,
focusing' on the necessity of
creating- a "mood" and an
inspiring energy for the
artists drawing- them. So,
question of the day: how
does someone ever get start-
ed in something like nude
modelling? Georgina was
"sitting- in" for a friend, and
Ed was observing a class.
But what is that 'something-'
that propels these two to
pose and pose again, and
say with certainty into the
camera, "I'm hoping I can do
this for a long time"?
Contributed Photo
Behind the Robe undresses the world of nude models and answers just why they do it.
Brantford gets the shaft again
Laurier's satellite campus needs its own government in order to thrive, says Sereda
Stefan
Sereda
Opinion
Editor
As far as I'm concerned the
word 'shaft' has two defini-
tions: one denotation of this
word is the black private
dick that's a sex-machine to
all the chicks, and the other
is what Brantford students
are given on a regular basis.
Let's be honest: Laurier's
Brantford campus is
Maryaime to the Waterloo
campus' Ginger. Velma to its
Daphne, the woman who's
not Julia Roberts in every
Julia Roberts movie to
main's Julia Roberts. Sure,
WLU's satellite is cute
enough but it lacks the
glamour to win the attention
of the token shallow suitor.
Well if the two campuses
ever compete to see who the
Students' Union will make
prom queen, it's a pretty safe
bet that main will get flow-
ers, a crown and a slow
dance, while Brantford
get5...?,., that's right: the
shaft.
Brantford students petition
for elected
reps. See page 2
Of course, Brantford isn't
as popular as the main cam-
pus, the city's downtown
isn't as pretty, and the cam-
pus can't afford any expen-
sive new implants like the
NAB and the King' Street
Residence, so it's been work-
ing- up substantial cachet.
How many other universi-
ties have an Indigenous
Peoples Major, or a concur-
rent teaching degree? And
even though Brantford stu-
dents voted more per capita
in the last WLUSU election
(an approximately 25 per-
cent turnout in the presiden-
tial polls, versus the main
campus' estimated 12.5 per-
cent), these interesting- fea-
tures aren't enough to dis-
tract our student represen-
tatives from all the glitz in
Waterloo. That school has
more votes to offer, and all
WLUSU's friends like it bet-
ter anyways. Main campus
can sit at the cool kids' table
any day.
Continued on page 23
Continued on page 7
News
Brantford requests elections
Laurier Brantford students present large petition to
WLUSU BOD; satellite students cite elected representative
and better services as issues that need to be resolved
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor
As a recent petition will
attest, Laurier Brantford stu-
dents are displeased with the
way their student govern-
ment is being run in terms of
representation,
Two weeks ago, Laurier
Brantford student Nick
Murphy presented a petition
to the Wilfrid Laurier
Students' Union Board of
Directors containing' more
than two hundred student
signatures requesting' they
be allowed to elect their stu-
dent representatives as
opposed to having them hired
as they are now.
"As Laurier students, we
should have a say in who
represents us," said Murphy.
Right now. Brantford stu-
dents are represented by
Campus Commissioner
Heather Barrie, a fourth year
student. The position is com-
parable to that of Dan
Herman's position as WLUSU
President but is appointed
through a hiring- process.
Barrie receives an honorari-
um of $1,840 a year.
If students' had their way,
an election would take place
at the satellite campus simi-
lar to the one held at the
Waterloo campus in order to
have what they consider
"proper representation."
"We want someone who is
our voice and who is not
being Dan Herman's appoint-
ed lap dog," said Drew
Husseyn, third year Laurier
Brantford student.
The main complaints of
students are that their voices
aren't being heard and that
they aren't being made aware
of events taking place at
the Waterloo campus citing
that students did not know
about the Swollen Members
concert or the Sam Roberts
concert held in previous
years
until they read about in
The Cord Weekly,
"When we are all a part of
the same campus we should
be kept informed and it's just
not happening," said Jay
Guitard, another Brantford
student. "With an elected offi-
cial, in my opinion, they will
"We want someone
who is our voice
and who is not
being Dan
Herman's
appointed lap dog"
- Drew Husseyn, Laurier
Brantford student
be held more accountable if
students are picking' them
than if the board is," he con-
tinued. "They'll have to
answer to the people that
voted for them."
Barrie said the reason for
poor notification of events
has been that she has not
found out about the activities
until days before.
"In my experience, I've
tried to organize buses for
events and I couldn't get
enough students there," said
Barrie. "The want was not
there."
Herman hopes that regu-
lar communication with
Barrie and the Brantford
campus will eliminate the
lack of knowledge among
students at the satellite cam-
pus.
Points of interest for stu-
dents include getting trans-
portation to the Waterloo
campus to take classes there
and use the library facilities
as well as having access to a
registered nurse.
As far as Barrie was con-
cerned, no complaints have
been made to her personally.
"No students have
approached me and said that
they aren't satisfied."
Second year Brantford
student Kalin Adair com-
mented that with an election,
"We'll have somebody that
students believe can do the
job as opposed to somebody
the administration believes
can do the job."
"[An election] is the next
step in providing more
accountability in respect and
representation for
Brantford," said Herman.
"I definitely want students
to have as voice," said Barrie.
"We made it our goal this
year to work towards that. I
think it's extremely impor-
tant for [Brantford] to be
brought out of the shadows
of the Waterloo campus."
Herman said that the idea
of elections is a feasible one
in that the issue is being
looked at being implemented
for February of this school
year.
"There's a lot of policy to
go through," said Herman.
"By no means is this an easy
project to look at."
The Brantford campus is
represented by the Brantford
Activities Council which
includes a Barrie as Campus
Commissioner, Bram Rybma
as External Affairs Co-ordi-
nator, Jessica Rybma as
Campus Life Coordinator
and Sarah Neziol as Finance
and Administration.
Courtesy Laurier Brantford
Barrie was hired to her position.
Students want an elected rep.
Courtesy Nick Murphy
Murphy delivered the petition to
the WLUSU Board of Directors.
Haha, she said
meningococcal
Meningitis cases
on the rise among
campus students
BLAIR FORSYTH-STARK
Cord News
Recent outbreaks of meningi-
tis, a potentially fatal disease
involving the inflammation
of the lining' around the
brain and spinal cord, among'
college and university stu-
dents have caused Canada,
the United States, the United
Kingdom and other countries
to take action.
Although most common
among- infants, young adults
aged 15-19 are also vulnera-
ble to meningitis. The close
communal aspect of dorm
life, as well as the consensual
sharing of drinks, lip balm
and. saliva are ail factors that
help to spread the disease.
The double cohort, with
twice the amount number of
first-year students this year,
there is cause for some con-
cern because with the extra
crowding' this will help the
disease spread, making the
vaccination more necessary.
Ingrid Gall, Manager of
Health Services at Wilfrid
Laurier University, has said
that even though other uni-
versities including' Toronto,
Guelph, Windsor, York and
Lakehead have set up clinics
to distribute vaccinations,
based on a recommendation
from the Public Health Unit,
Laurier doesn't feel that a
vaccination clinic is neces-
sary.
It is already mandatory in
22 US states for first-year
college students to receive
the vaccination.
However, The National
Advisory Committee on
Immunization of Health
Canada .has only recommend-
ed inoculations against
group C meningococcal dis-
ease for students living in
residence because they don't
feel there is any real cause
for alarm.
"The best time [to get a
vaccination] is before you
come to school" said Goll. It
takes about two weeks for the
vaccination to take effect.
Goll also commented, "stu-
dents were provided with
information at Laurier Day.
However. Goll has indicat-
ed that although a clinic may
not currently be in the
works, "it doesn't mean it
won't happen in the future."
Contributed Photo
This person is getting injected with some sort of substance. This
may or may not be a meningitis vaccination. We think ifs heroin.
Guevara's daughter speaks
Dr. Aleida Guevara March stops in
Kitchener; speaks on behalf of five
wrongfully imprisoned Cuban men
NATALIE CAINE
Cord News
Thanksgiving- weekend
began on a more sombre note
fox* students attending' a pres-
entation given by Dr. Aleida
Guevara-March (Che
Guevara's daughter) and
Irma Gonzlez at the
Kitchener - Waterloo Adult
Recreation Centre on Friday
October 10th.
Kitchener - Waterloo was
one of the many Canadian
cities the duo visited on their
tour from Vancouver to
Halifax. The tour was
designed to create awareness
about the imprisonment of
five Cuban men who were
trying to expose financial
links between the United
States government and US
anti-Cuban terrorist groups
operating out of Miami.
"We are just Cuban
patriots and it was
never our intent to
cause any harm to
either the values or
the integrity of the
American people."
- Five imprisoned Cuban
men
Guevara-March and
Gonzlez, who is the daughter
of Rene Gonzlez one of the
live men, spoke with emotion
and urgency
when explain-
ing the US-led terrorist
threats and attacks on Cuba
that have been occurring
since 1959.
Gonzlez, spoke of her
father lovingly and explained
some of the injustices of the
case. One of the injustices
Gonzlez spoke of was that the
five men were falsely charged
with conspiracy to commit
espionage and that the trial
was performed with blatant
political objectives.
She also mentioned how
76 countries have become
active in regards to the case,
resulting in 187 committees
being created worldwide.
In an informative flyer
about the case, the five jailed
men stated, "we are just
Cuban patriots and it was
never our intent to cause any
harm to either the values or
the integrity of the American
people."
The Cuban five are now
living out life and double life
sentences in penitentiaries
throughout the United States
of America.
Guevara-March and
Gonzlez were exhausted from
their tour but remain com-
mitted to their goal of raising
awareness in Canada in
hopes that Canadian pres-
sures on the US media and
government will result in
reopening the cases to reveal
the illegalities of the convic-
tions.
In an intense question and
answer period, discussion
continuedabout the hypocrit-
ical nature of the United
States' War On Terrorism in
Iraq, while the US permits
terrorists groups like those
in Miami to operate and ter-
rorize other nations.
The K-W Spot, who are
also facilitating" a, K-W com-
mittee to help promote this
social justice issue to the
greater public put together
the event. For more informa-
tion visit
www.freethefive.org or local-
ly, contact The Spot at
youth space@hotmail.com.
The Cuban Five are all serving
life sentences in America.
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Cloud Cluttered Forecast: Doesn't the sun ever shine in this bloody city?
Bag O' Crime
MISCHIEF SUN OCT 12/03 -
MON OCT 13/03
Person(s) unknown caused
damage to a vehicle parked
in lot 19.
UNAUTHORIZED SOLICIT-
ING 1340 HRS TUE OCT
14/03
Three non WLU females were
escorted off campus when
they were found to be
approaching people in the
Concourse attempting to sell
hair care products.
ASSAULT 0130 HRS FRI
OCT 17/03
A male WLU student was
apprehended after he
punched a BACCHUS mem-
ber when they left the bus
returning from an off cam-
pus event. The matter will be
forwarded to the Judicial
Affairs Council.
TRESPASS 0135 HRS SAT
OCT 18/03
Officers responded to a call
for assistance at Laurier
Place when some people
attending a party there
would not leave when
requested. The individuals
left when they saw officers
arriving.
MEDICAL ASSIST 0015 HRS
SAT OCT 18/03
An ambulance was called for
a non WLU female who was
lying- on the sidewalk at the
entrance to the University at
University Ave. She appeared
to be drifting in and out of
conciousness and was trans-
ported to Grand River
Hospital.
BREAK, ENTER & THEFT
2045 - 2130 HRS SAT OCT
18/03
Person(s) unknown kicked
in the door to a locker room
at
University Stadium and stole
some personal items of mem-
bers of a Lacrosse team play
ing on the field at the time.
CAUSE DISTURBANCE 0005
HRS SUN OCT 19/03
Officers broke up a fight
between two male WLU stu-
dents. The matter will be for-
warded to the Judicial
Affairs Council.
MISCHIEF 0015 HRS SUN
OCT 19/03
A non WLU male who had
been attending Oktoberfest
activities at University
Stadium was observed dkm-
aging a portable sign at that
location. Restitution is being
obtained and he was issued
with a trespass notice.
NOISE COMPLAINT 0315
HRS SUN OCT 15/03
Officers responded to a noise
complaint outside Conrad
Hall. The people involved left
the area when requested.
CAUSE DISTURBANCE 0230
HRS SUN OCT 19/03
Officers responded to a
report of a fight in progress
outside St Clements House.
On arrival the group
involved had already left.
MISCHIEF SAT OCT 18/03 -
SUN OCT 19/03
Person(s) unknown stole and
discharged a fire extinguish-
er at Heidleburg House.
MSICHIEF SAT OCT 18/03 -
SUN OCT 19/03
Person(s) unknown pulled
out a disabled space parking
sign in lot 24.
MISCHIEF 0300 HRS SUN
OCT 19/03
Officers responded to
Waterloo College Hall after
receiving a report that some
one was damaging the sign
out front. No one was there
on. arrival.
MISCHIEF SAT OCT 18/03 -
SUN OCT 19/03
Person(s) unknown pulled
down an exit sign and
caused damage to the ceiling
tiles in the Arts C Wing.
CAUSE DISTURBANCE 0130
HRS SUN OCT 19/03
Officers broke up a fight
between a non WLU male and
a male WLU student. The
matter will be forwarded to
the Judicial Affairs Council,
NOISE COMPLAINT 0315
HRS SUN OCT 19/03
An officer responded to a
report of a noisy party at
Laurier Place. The occupants
were requested to turn the
volume down and complied.
Sigma Chi lends a hand
Fraternity helps
clean-up Waterloo
community
APRIL CUNNINGHAM
Staff Writer
The Sigma Chi Fraternity
held its second annual Fall
Clean-Up last Saturday in the
Waterloo community. Almost
100 volunteers from BAC-
CHUS, Foot Patrol, ERT. the
Pikes and Laurier's sororities
managed to rake 105 lawns
and collect 650 individual
donations of nonperisliable
goods for the SHARE pro-
gram (Students Helping All
Residents Eat).
"Laurier does a. tonne for
its own students," said John
Bond, core organizer of the
event and Vice President of
Laurier's Sigma Chi chapter,
"But we don't always con-
tribute to the community.
This is our opportunity to
give back."
Karime Dinani, Charities
Chair, also helped with co-
ordination. The international
fraternity prides itself in
being a big supporter of com-
munity service projects.
The group met at 9:30
a.m. Saturday, October 18 at
the Sigma house on Albert
Street for breakfast provided
by WLU Food Services, the
on-campus Tim Horton's and
Zehrs.
From that point, groups
of four ventured out to the
Menno, Alexandria, and
Dunbar Street areas of
Waterloo. Despite rainy con-
ditions there was no shortage
of enthusiasm and energy
amongst volunteers.
"The event allows us to get
together with other Laurier
students for the day and just
give a hand." said Mark
Ennis, a Sigma brother. "This
is a university town and we
want to show that students
appreciate the community."
Residents seemed quite
supportive of the fraternity's
"The event allows
us to get together
with other Laurier
students for the
day and just give a
hand."
-Mark Ennis, member of
Sigma Chi
endeavour. "At first I looked
at [the fall clean-up] as an
obligation," said Brian
Hig-hgate.
As Sigma Chi members,
brothers are expected to par-
ticipate in charity and com-
munity service projects
organized by the chapter.
But when a woman ran
out to give them a drink,
Highgate realized how much
their work was appreciated.
"It's pretty rewarding," he
said.
Overall, Bond commented
that, "the event went very
smoothly and we are still
receiving thank-you calls
from the residents in the
area."
"Hopefully we'll keep
watching it grow every year
and see where it goes."
April Cunningham
The Sigma Chi brothers look on all jovial and such as they take part
in the community clean-up.
April Cunningham
As part of Sigma Chi's volunteering efforts, the guys get together to
clean-up the community of Waterloo.
THIS WEEK IN LAURIER HISTORY...
Thursday October 24,1991
Headline: Lots o' Macleans
In a copv of Maclean's magazine, Wilfred LaurierUniversity
was ranked 37th out of 46 universities across Canada through a
conducted
survey.
Ranking relatively high in "Acceptance Rate" and "Students
Services Budget", Laurier's ranking slipped due to poor
"Student - Teaching Ratio" and Operating Budget per
Student".
The results were met with frustration by all. VVLUSU
President Nick Jimenez commented, "I just hope that it doesn't
tarnish our image with the high school students out there who
are trying to decide where to go to university."
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Beer, beer, bubba of beer
Fraser
King
Drunken
Bliss
Saturday October 18, 2008
marked the concluding day
of the 35 th nine-day celebra-
tion of Bavarian culture:
Oktoberfest. Conversely, the
same day marked the end of a
nine-day period of acceptable
binge drinking and sausage
gluttony. While the tradition,
intention, and even some of
the preliminary activities of
the event may have a sem-
blance of cultural apprecia-
tion the vast majority of the
celebration is one of beer.
The President of the
Board of Directors of
Oktoberfest, Robert Willcox
explains that Oktoberfest is a
"catalyst to ensure that old
friends and family get
together during the
Thanksgiving' season." He
further touts the festival as
being the largest Bavarian
festival in North America and
second in size international-
ly, only to the original
Gemueilichkeit in Munich.
Additionally, the mayor of
Kitchener, Lynne
Woolsteocroft, holds that
Oktoberfest is an excellent
opportunity to experience the
entire region as well as the
unique Bavarian-inspired
events.
In addition to the celebra-
tion of Bavarian culture,
Oktoberfest is also a celebra-
tion of massive and imper-
sonal corporate sponsorship.
Of the two primary alcohol-
based sponsors,
neither are
of Bavarian, let alone
German, extraction. The pri-
niary beer sponsor for the
event is Molson. a Canadian
brewer of English origin
while another major sponsor
is Canadian Club another bev-
erage? from the Isle of Great
Britain.
Although one can expect
major corporations to do
whatever they can do to get
their corporate name and
product to the public, one
might expect a festival that
"I don't think any-
one can say with a
straight face that
they place an awful
lot of cultural
importance on the
event."
-Brian Taylor, student
promotes a specific culture to
be somewhat more discern-
ing" if their goal is truly to
extol the virtues of that cul-
ture rather than merely tak-
ing* the largest cheque
offered.
Although the organizers
of the event may feign
naivete about the true ideals
of Oktoberfest, there is no
such insincerity among stu-
dents.
When asked if Oktoberfest
is a celebration of Bavarian
culture, or an excuse to drink
and get drunk for days at a
time, the overwhelming
result, with one hundredper-
cent concurrence, was that
the event was in fact, an
excuse to get drunk.
"Drinking is a part of
Bavarian culture - or at least
that is what people think and
believe," replied Maria
Labelle, a second year com-
munication studies student.
"Oktoberfest, like so many
other rituals, began with a
rich cultural significance-
but since has developed into a
nine-day kegg-er. I don't
think anyone can say with a
straight face that they place
an awful lot of cultural
importance on the event."
said Brian Taylor, another
student.
Even though students
hold such negative views,
everyone can be certain that
Onkel Hans' bloated, gin-
blossom covered head and
lethargic sausage- s tuf'i'ed
corpulence will be around as
mascot next year - and many
years afterward - drunkenly
dancing- to the blissful har-
mony accordions with money
in hand.
Contributed Photo
The little ones gather round for a
photo with Onkel Hans.
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"7ihat was definitely a slip."
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MotherTheresa being a bitch
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-StefanSereda, and others whose names can not be disclosed
Specific reference must be made to the hilarious innuendo spewed earli-
er tonight involving Christine and magazine subscriptions... poor Christine:
I've decided to use semi-colons between every one of my contributors
simply because Stefan ranted earlier tonight about his disdain for semi-
colons; Ifyou havent read Dion's column yet, go and read it now. It's
fabulous; Tothat "Design Specialist" at The Star... you don't know any-
thing! My font Is beautiful; Happy Birthday Bryn; I'm really hoping that free
movie woman wi walk in tomorrow and give us free passes to Scary-
Movie 3... pweez? "pity frown and bambi eyes*; "finger snap*.... WM
The Conl Weeklyis the officialstudent newspaper of WilfridLaurier University. Itis an editoriallyinde-
pendent newspaper published by Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications, Waterloo, a corpo-
ration without shaw capital. WLUSP is governed by its board of directors.
All letters to the editormust be signed and submitted with the author's name, student identification
number, and telephonenumber. Letters must bereceived by noon Tuesday on disk, or via e-mailat
letters@wlusp.com with the subject headingof'Cord letter'. Letters must be typedor easily legible
and
may not exceed 350 words. The Cord reserves the right to editany letter for brevity and clarity.
Spellingand grammarwill be corrected. The Cord reserves theright toreject any letter, in whole or
inpart.
The Cord reserves theright not to publish materialthat is deemed to be libelous or in contravention
with the Cord's Code ofEthics or journalistic standards.
Opinionsexpressed arethose of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of theEditorialBoard
The Cord, WLUSP, WLU or Hamilton Web Printing.
Cord subscription rates are $20.00 per term tor addresses within Canada. The Cord is printed by
Hamilton Web Printingandis published every Wednesday.
Opinion
Peter Pan syndrome
Jennifer
Asselin
News
Editor
"I'll never grow up. never grow
up, never grow up.
Mot me!" A
classic line from those cinematic
giants over at Disney emphasizes
Peter fan's unwillingness to
mature and enter the seemingly
overwhelming world of adult-
hood.
This reluctance to grow up
and become a responsible adult is
not only a concept put forth by
the flying' cartoon prodigy but it
can also be attributed to the stu-
dents of Laurier.
Lately, the idea of maturity
and "growing up" seems to be
lacking among students on this
campus and my initial reaction
would be to point the proverbial
finger at those dreaded 'youn-
guns' Ontario universities feared
would not be ready for the
change in academic pace (other-
wise known as the double-
cohort). This doesn't seem to be
the case at all. however.
Everyone feared that students
coming- into our place of higher
learning would be too young and
wouldn't be able to make the
transition either emotionally or
mentally. Many people pointed
out that those students included
in the double cohort had not
reached the maturity level needed
to go away to school and begin
their post-secondary education.
I beg to differ, though. For the
past two months it has been the
senior students of Laurier, those
students leading' the way for
those 'inexperienced frosh', who
seem to be maturity-deficient.
Acts of immaturity stem back
to Orientation Week when, as a
volunteer for the event. I stood in
line for the celebratory after-
party at the Turret. At this time I
was surrounded by hundreds of
Ice Breakers and fellow volun-
teers, chatting and relishing in
the success of orientating the
first year class. To my dismay, a
group of blue breakers began
chanting', "Hey Laurier don't
mess with CP, 'cause CF will fuck-
ing kill you."
Such a juvenile display did not
seem to bother many in line as no
comment was made and the
breakers, senior students who
are consequently looked to as
leaders, continued in line as
though they were some sort of
lyrical gods for being able to tear
apart a cheer that initially was
supposed to support the fight
against Cystic Fibrosis.
Next on the list of immaturity
was the incident at Pikecoming
where hundreds of students
broke into riots. While there were
probably a few first year students
amongst the crowd, mind you,
those students accused of start-
ing* the upheaval were again, stu-
dent leaders involved in
Orientation Week, senior stu-
dents who should be well on their
way to becoming' adults. Maturity
is not throwing- tantrums and
violently attacking people
because things aren't going the
way you want.
Another sure sign of immatu-
rity occurred at a Golden Hawk
men's basketball game last week
where members of the football
team and women's basketball
team, among- others, jokingly
yelled across the stands to some-
one they knew and asked him if
he was the rapist pictured on the
front page of The Cord last week,
Yes, we've all called our
friends names at some point in
time but to take something as
serious as the recent attacks and
call someone a rapist, humorous
or not, is not mature, especially
in a public place.
Similarly, in passing one of
the posters plastered around
campus depicting 1 the image of
the attacker, I stopped in my
tracks when I saw one picture
had been defaced.
Someone got the bright idea to
place the words "Ladies Man"
above the brim of the hat and put
a speech bubble on it saying
"Hello Ladies." Again, this reiter-
ates the maturity level of stu-
dents here. Now maybe I'm
wrong in this case, and maybe it
was a non-WLU student who got
their hands on the photo, but
nevertheless, anyone who consid-
ers themselves an adult would
use their doodling skills else-
where.
Don't get me wrong, 1 can be
the culprit of immature acts just
like the next guy but there's a
clear line between silly and inap-
propriate.
Everyone worried that the
double cohort students would go
away to school and not be able to
face the expectations of universi-
ty life. I think the experts got it
wrong though: it's the senior stu-
dents that we should be worried
about. These are the people that
one or two years from now will be
graduating and going out into
the real world - the ultimate step
in an adult's life.
Never mind senior students
setting an example, as it looks
right now it's the younger stu-
dents we, as seniors, should be
taking after. Accountability
needs to be taken for these imma-
ture acts and senior students
need to lead by example.
Even Peter Pan had to grow
up some time.
Someone didn't get the doodling out
of their system during English class
Letters to The Cord
Brantford bus business
I wish to respond to the article
regarding the proposed bus trip
to Waterloo.
Nicholas Murphy did indeed
approach me approximately two
weeks before he planned to
attend the Board Meeting, to
request a bus. I assured him I
would look into it - and look into
it I did. I communicatedwith Dan
Herman multiple times, and ini-
tially I had to convince him the
venture was worthwhile. I also
spoke with Sara Neziol, the
Financial and Administrative
Coordinator in Brantford for
WLUSU. She stipulated that a
bus could be provided only if
there were sufficient numbers to
fill it. The reason behind this is
because the Brantford Activities
Council is committed to spending
money in a way that benefits as
many students as possible.
Despite appearances, Brantford
is on a very strict budget -we
only currently receive 70% of our
fees to run our necessary
Campus services such as Foot
Patrol, BACCHUS and activities
for our students.
The event was not advertised
at all, and was not made open to
all students to attend. The week-
end prior to the BOD Meeting, I
spoke with Nick, and he
informed me that he did indeed
have enough students to fill the
bus. This was exciting news
until he let it be known that a
major part ofensuring full atten-
dance was a promised trip to
Wilf's. I was unable to fund the
trip if they - were going to Wilf's
per WLUSU policy, and Mr.
Murphy was candid about the
fact that he could not fill the bus
if they didn't. This was an unfor-
tunate twist of circumstances,
but we are working to make sure
it won't happen again.
The Brantford Activities
Council: would love to speak with
any student that has ideas about
what they would like to see hap-
pen at Laurier Brantford. You
can contact any of us at
whisubrantford@wlu.ca, and feel
free to attend any of our bi-week-
ly meetings. They are held every
other Wednesday at 8 a.m. in
Room 105 of the Carnegie
Building in Brantford. The next
one is on October 29th. Please
also attend the Open Forum on
Thursday October 23rd, from 9
to 11 a.m. in Room 207 in the CB.
Heather Barrie
Brantford Campus Commissioner
with
Sara Neziol
Brantford Laurier Financial and
Aministrative Coordinator
Think before downloading
those Depeche Mode tunes
Having read a recent opinion
piece on the moral questions
associated with music downloads
("If the artists aren't starving,
rip 'em off," The Cord Weekly.
October 16. 2003). I can't help
but question the viewpoints put
forth. Aside from the author's
disdain for Blink-182, I find the
arguments rather flawed.
I should begin by saying that
I, personally, am a huge support-
er of buying- music rather than
downloading it. That does not
mean, however, that I intend to
force my morals on anyone. If
you have no inherent dilemma
towards downloading music, by
all means go ahead.
However, the justification put
forth in the article leaves much
to be desired, in my opinion. The
author defends her diminishing
desire to buy CDs by her status
as a university student. "I simply
can't afford it," she states. To me,
this signals a dangerous pitfall -
changing one's ethics based on
finances. If you don't think some-
thing is wrong, so be it. However,
the implication that it would be
wrong for someone wealthy to
download from Kazaa, yet not a
poverty-stricken university stu-
dent. doesn't hold up with
me.
Morals should be constant.
Something' is either wrong or it
isn't. Shifting your ethics when
it becomes convenient can lead to
them disappearing altogether.
In addition, I must disagree
with the author's argument that,
"downloading songs is not neces-
sarily depriving musicians of
essential income." Although it's
true that only a small percentage
of revenue from album sales
actually make their way to the
artist, this point is trivial. The
importance of album sales is
indirect. Touring - which does
constitute an artist's primary
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Segregation railroad
still underground
Are Americans more racially
prejudiced than Canadians? Or is
racism just more subtle in the North?
Brittany
Lavery
Pen & Ink
Soapbox
Wow, Canada sure is a great
place to live. We're spoiled
rotten by our climate, which
gives us a little taste of every-
thing: we have beautiful
scenery and a nice, big mass
of land, and a benign, indeci-
sive government who tiptoes
around international tem-
pers, And hey, we even have a
claim to fame with inventors
such as James Naismith. ath-
letes like Donovan Bailey,
and entertainers such as Our
Lady Peace and the
Barenaked Ladies.
Yes, we're talented,
blessed by nature and just an
all-around friendly bunch of
people, .Even the ever-patriot-
ic Americans have caught on
that people sporting
Canadian flags receive better
treatment abroad. Bo how is
it that Canada has managed
to avoid the evil, maniacal
clutches of prejudice and big-
otry? I'll let you in on a little
secret: we haven't.
True, incidents of
Canadian maltreatment of
minorities do not often seem
to come to light. The monster
of the ail-pervading media
seems to clench its fangs
around such issues as the
fairly recent American bias
towards such groups as
Arabs and Muslims. Canada,
on the other hand, is often
portrayed as the amiable
anti-American alternative,
For example, in the days
of American enslavement of
black people, Canada was
something' of a haven for
escaped slaves. Made famous
for the Underground
Railroad, there are many
accounts of desperate people
breaking down in joy as they
crossed the border to appar-
ent freedom. In Canada, how-
ever, these people were sub-
ject to a different sort of vic-
timization: that of racial seg-
regation.
It may not have been slav-
...we have the
nerve to claim that
things are fair
because of the pid-
dly tax breaks
Natives recieve.
ery in the most literal sense
but black people were still
captives of a system that
treated them as subhuman;
from educational institutions
to everyday life. And
Canada's outlawing- of slav-
ery certainly did not entitle it
to a higher moral opinion of
itself.
While the above circum-
stance lias probably occurred
to some of the populace, there
are many other incidents of
intolerance in Canadian his-
tory, Some memorable
instances are the discrimina-
tion shown towards Japanese
people during- the Second
World War, as well as other
groups at this time including
Jewish and German people.
Something' that may not
have been widely considered,
however, was the treatment
of the group known as "con-
scientious objectors" during
times of war. Pacifists and
other members of this group
were severely looked down
upon as unpatriotic, unsup-
portive and even lazy because
of their alternative political
views, regardless of respec-
tive reasons for holding-
them.
Anothermajor instance of
such injustice in Canadian
history has been that of the
Canadian Natives. Not only
did the Europeans rob these
people of land but proceeded,
to dump them unceremoni-
ously into reserves that are
as a general rule dirty, over-
populated and with high
rates of alcoholism, suicide,
and depression. Then we
have the nerve to claim that
things are fair because of the
piddly tax breaks Natives
receive. I would point out
that such things fall vastly
short of the abominable liv-
ing conditions these people
endure on a daily basis—not
to mention the fact that our
government has, on more
than one occasion, deliberate-
ly re-written our laws to
effectively screw Aboriginals
out of their own rightful
land.
Evidently, Canadians are
not exempt from the petty
prejudices that pervade the
so-called "rest of the world".
So the next time we go to pat
ourselves se'• f-rig-hteously on
the back, we should ask our-
selves why none of this stuff
appears in elementary school
history textbooks.
More useless products
Brendan
Jones
Extra-value
spiel
As the shameless hawking' of
corporate wares began that
evening-, 1 was welcomed by
the traditional coffee com-
mercial. There they were, the
happy coffee couple: strolling
down a secluded beach on
some island paradise as the
sun slips under the horizon,
barefoot with the waves lap-
ping- against their
feet. Traipsing the dance
floor in a close embrace, gaz-
ing* longingly into each
other's eyes as the band plays
a quaint slow song. Awaking'
the next morning to share a
cup of coffee and smile. Then
I was told side effects may
include nausea, vomiting,
dizziness, loss of sleep, diar-
rhea, dehydration,
headaches, kidney disease,
liver disease or seizures,
Maybe this wasn't a
Folgers commercial after all:
the pharmaceutical compa-
nies and their clever advertis-
ing firms had once again out-
smarted me. Of course, that's
assuming society hasn't
become a part of some mas-
sive double-blind study by
Folgers to determine if mak-
ing our life a living hell wiU
increase our dependency on
their silly little
beans. Throughout the rest
of the night I was battered
with other lovely little
vignettes into the horrors we
must endure to chemically
better ourselves. But I fought
their propaganda the only
way I
knew how: I fell asleep
in front of the TV.
Some time around 2 am I
awoke to find sanctuary from
the pharmaceutical boo-
giemen in late night CNN
product peddling. My screen
was already in the process of
being- graced with personal
injury lawyers, 80s rock
albums. Bowflex and, of
course, dog food.
There was the family
pooch on my TV running up
stairs, playing fetch with the
kids, and running to your
side when you place the bowl
of food on the
floor. Unfortunately for old
Fido, the side effects of all
this fun may include nausea,
vomiting, dizziness, diar-
rhea, dehydration, and per-
sistent Satanic barking-. Fido,
you see, like a
sad clown, is
suffering from arthritis.
Luckily, those keen scientists
have developed a pill to ease
our fluffy friend's pains... or
is it our back pain from car-
rying the fat little fellow up
the stairs all day that they
intend to ease?
This led me to an
epiphany: maybe I can ease
my own pain by curing my
annoying cat. You see, I
think my cat might be bi-
polar. As of late, it just gen-
erally has not been acting
like its usual self. One
moment it will act all devoid
of life, slowly moving' about
the kitchen indecisively, and
the simplest of" cat things like
scratching- up ail the furni-
ture seems like it requires
the greatest effort. The next
moment, it's running- around
the house with this air of
grandiosity about it, meow-
ing- like a bat out of hell,
Maybe they should
make a pill for
corporations that
study and market
cures for animal
arthritis.
Or perhaps my cat is suf-
fering* from narcolepsy, as it
seems to suffer from irre-
sistible attacks of refreshing*
sleep that have occurred
daily over the past three
months. This includes falling*
asleep face first in the cat
food last Thursday and
Friday.
As these ailments do not
have a pharmaceutical cure
yet, I g-uess I'm just going' to
have to wait until those keen
scientists make one. Maybe
they could also make a pill
for corporations that study
and market cures for animal
arthritis instead of finding
the cure for cancer. Now that
is something I could actually
use.
Shifty's
Top10
asm sssssmem ,s vgme.
King of Hearts: Codename: Dr.
Boom. Boom was seen buying
shoes with built-in explosives
from a Concourse vendor
Ace of Diamonds: LS4PIRG
member, student senator, BOD
member and leftist beatnik
Anthony Piscitelli
Jack of Diamonds: Neil Downy
Jack of Hearts: Caligula Bob
These Radio Laurier DJs ridiculed
George W. Bush (*gasp*) on-air
King of Spades: Hawks quarter-
back Ryan Pyear. This evildoer
knows how to throw bombs (this
is by far the worst joke ever)
Ace of hearts: WLU President,
throwing knife expert Bob
Rosehart. Bobby planned the
triple-room chaos of 2001.
...potential
terrorist
suspects at WLU
King of Clubs: Former WLUSA
President Bruce Wolff, leader of
hell-raising, subversive labour
actionists
Queen of spades: Woman who
does not wear American Eagle
clothing, posing in front of arse-
nal. Quote: "Die, AE dogs, die!"
Ace of clubs: "Militant" former
WLUSU Presidential candidate
and dirty European communist
Tudor Costache.
King of Diamonds: Laurier
Brantford student and Sputnik
editor-in-chief Nick Murphy (see
photo for obvious reasons)
i
Ace of spades: Opinion editor
Stefan Sereda. This master of
disguise rolled in soot to hide
his true caucasian identity.
If you have any information
as to the wherabouts of these
individuals, call your local bounty hunters: 1-800-Boba-Fett
6 0 PINIO N
Still, the satellite campus
remains besotted with its
Union heartthrob. even
though the attention coining
Brantford's way is rather lim-
ited. For example, when the
Brantford cats asked for a
student centre, the Students'
Union agreed to help out
with the construction. All
Brant Laurier had to promise
in return was "a non-refund-
able WLUSU building fee," a
decision which the campus,
in a vain attempt to entice
some Union sentiment away
from Waterloo, bought into
whole-heartedly. "Yeh. I'll
take you to the movies... but
you're paying." Why did
Brantford students agree to
foot the bill when the services
provided by their activity fees
are disproportionate to those
enjoyed on the main campus?
Why not use the 30 percent
of their fees that don't benefit
the Brantford campus at all?
Well, we know how this
story goes. WLUSU can tram-
ple all over the Brantford stu-
dents and they'll willingly
take it as a sign of romance
because the Union has them
completely enthralled. The
Students' Union is the only
elected representation Brant
Laurier has, and their budget
has been entrusted to the VP:
Finance and Administration,
a non-Brantford student
hired by some other non-
Brantford students. Not one
member of the Board of
Directors or the WLUSU
executive is a Brantford stu-
dent, Considering- the elected
official with the fewest
amount of votes received 469
ballots, and the Brantford
campus only had 400 in
attendance last year, how can
they be fairly represented
within the Union?
There's always the
Nicole Kidman
strategy: when
your movie-star
man drops you,
grow some ovaries.
There's always the Nicole
Kidman strategy: when your
movie-star man drops you,
grow some ovaries and win
acclaim withoxit him.
Recently, students at the
Brantford campus have
demanded an elected repre-
sentative of their own to
work within the Union. This
system has been implement-
ed by the University of
Toronto to ensure all of its
various campuses are recog-
nized.
Brantford was all ready
for prom night and it didn't
even ask its suitor for a limo-
sine pick-up and a meet-the-
parents. No, low-mainte-
nance Brantford just wanted
a $240 bus ride to a BOD
meeting so they could pres-
ent a petition asking* for fair
representation, Stood-up
again.
Some directors expressed
concern over the fact that a
bus could not be provided for
the Brantfordites, just like
that scene where token
J,Crew ad caucasian male
feels guilty for making
incredibly gorgeous girl who
is allegedly an uggo into a
bet. If the BOD really wanted
to make it up to the
Brantford campus, they
would hear these students
out, allow them to control
their own budget, divert the
entirety of their fees to the
satellite, and give them a rep-
resentative elected in
Brantford, for pity's sake. Or
they can go on trying to
impress the stuck-up, high-
maintenance students in
Waterloo.
If Laurier Brantford
wants to manage its own
affairs and get any respect, it
needs to become autonomous
and stop trying to win over
WLUSU. Move on, Brantford,
move on.
means of income - is based
largely on album sales.
Concert promoters look at
these sales as a reflection of
popularity. The more albums
you've sold, the bigger shows
you can book, which, in
turn, leads to more ticket
sales and greater profits for
the artist. Thus, if no one
buys CDs, artists can't claim
popularity and they'll be
hard-pressed to launch suc-
cessful tours. Morals aside,
I'm curious if the author con-
sidered this before ceasing
her record buying.
Mike Brown
Multicultural cliches
Dillon
Moore
This is
bizarre...
If aliens were to encounter
our culture solely through
the public relations material
that it has produced, they
would develop some strange
ideas about our society.
Among- these would be the
notion that any gathering of
four or more people invari-
ably contains a representa-
tive amount of "the big three"
races. The public relations
industry seems inclined to
build the dream of a rainbow
nation with each new cookie-
cutter, staged photo they pro-
duce - but below this inclu-
sive surface, the same old
assumptions are at work.
The aesthetics of this con-
vention are now cliche: five
people are pictured, of those
five, three are WASP-ish, the
fourth and fifth are of
African and Asian descent,
respectively. Regardless of
who is portrayed, they are
inevitably scrubbed and ster-
ile, clean-shaven (or at least
their beards are neatly
trimmed), and bubbling with
smiles. Occasionally our
adventurous WASPs find
themselves in the company of
scrubbed and smiling South
Asians or Latinos, although
the essential ratio remains
the same. Cultural dress and
"street" fashion are sprinkled
with care to add that touch of
edge - similar in effect to the
"bad boy" in a pop group.
I don't intend to mock
multiculturalism, which
these pre-fab photos support
only ostensibly. If I recoil at
such images I think it must
be because they offer such a
shallow token ideal of what
multiculturalism should be
about. Multiculturalism, as
presented in the aesthetic of
...five people are
pictured; of those
five, three are
WASP-ish, the
fourth and fifth are
of African and
Asian descent.
the PR glossy, is when no
member of a visible minority
need fear to walk down the
street without having- some
of his white pals by his side.
It's a big' jocular handshake,
a "sorry about the misunder-
standings, eh?" and an invi-
tation to join in the scrubbed
and clean-cut vision of
Western progress.
But just because our insti-
tutions, both commercial and
public, wish to put forward a
liberal, integrated image
doesn't mean that they follow
such inclinations themselves.
Laurier, for example, is quite
fond of putting out posters
and flyers filled with such
carefully planned ratios of
ethnicities. Notably, this for-
bids the printing of any pho-
tos which might exist of the
various Deans and Vice-
Chancellors - the ratio would
lean heavily towards the "old
white male of European
descent" demographic. The
boardrooms of commercial
enterprises would surely be
found to suffer from the
same homogeneity.
Since PR is generally
crafted to be as non-offensive
as possible, it does not step
beyond certain boundaries.
When was the last time you
saw a prime-time television
commercial which promi-
nently featured a married
couple of different races?
They exist, perhaps, but they
are few-arid-far between.
Maybe it's too much to
expect PR material to reflect
anything more than shallow
sentiment. The images are
being used, after all. as sell-
ing tools. I can't help but
think, however, that just as
we look back at the propa-
ganda of dead regimes as
hopelessly obvious and
wrong headed, future gener-
ations will see in our com-
mercial and rhetorical
images the reflection of our
willingness to accept the
appearance of tolerance over
the real thing.
Mama said knock you
out... and practice
bicycle safety
I was recently mistaken for
LL Cool J while walking to
class, and it wasn't the first
time. I don't look anything
like him, and my "mic" skills
are non-existent. I'd like to
believe we have a similar
physique, but that's probably
not it either. Why was I
called LL? I thought about it
for weeks. The only logical
explanation would be my
rolled up pant leg. Surely
university students would
know that it was rolled up as
a safety measure, not a fash-
ion statement.
Apparently not. They
obviously don't ride bikes
very often For those who
don't, let me introduce you to
the wonderful world of 'pedal
power.' A bicycle, according*
to Webster's dictionary, is a
vehicle especially for one
person, consisting* of two
large spooked, tandem
wheels, a steering* handle
and a saddle on which the
rider sits to work two pedals,
which, by making* a chain
engage in a series of cogs,
drive the back wheel. It's the
latter part of this definition
that creates all the problems.
Anyone wearing pants risks
getting them caught in the
gears. Trust me when I say
you DON'T want that to hap-
pen. The solution to the prob-
lem is easy: always take off
your pants when riding a
bike. For those of us who are
more modest, rolling up
your pant leg, or tucking it
into your sock, will also do
the trick.
So what is the lesson to
take from all of this? Well,
for my fellow pedalers,
remember to keep your pants
in check. For non-riders, if
you see someone with his or
her pant leg up, don't mis-
take them for LL, the joke's
been done. Realize that they
were riding a bike, not try-
ing to be "Cool"; at least at
Laurier. 1 have been here for
four years, and I'm 99% sure
he doesn't go here. If you go
down the street to XX HS
that's another story. LL Cool
J might just be registered
there.
Leon Newcombe
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- « Complete 25-Hour Seminar Packages
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Authentic Japanese Food at the best
prices in town! Yummyaki Japanese
restaurant. Its worth the 10 min. drive!!!
I 10% off.
Just show student I.D. when ordering.
Yummyaki Japanese Restaurant
j 55 Northfield Dr. East
(Davenport & Northfield, beside Tim Hortons)
888-9006
Mon- Sat 11:00 to 8:30
| Not valid with any other promotion ...Offer ends oct/31/03.
Make every dayyourfavourite day of the week. /Y\
- .
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International
Dissent outlawed
Ivory Coast bans public demonstrations for 3 months
following violent rioting and protests
RUBEN GU-KONU
Cord International
Last week, Abidjan, the capi-
tal of the west-African coun-
try of the Ivory Coast was the
stage of violent riots.
According to a French news
agency, AFP, pro-government
elements dressed in combat
attire and armed with iron
bars, wooden elxibs and other
weapons attacked various
locations.
The rioters targeted
French citizens and French
owned and operated busi-
nesses during the demon-
strations. These acts of vio-
lence occurred three weeks
after rebel coalition ministers
in government decided to
pull out, accusing President
Laurent Gbagbo of under-
mining the efforts to create a
solid government and end the
conflict.
The rioters accused
France of backing the rebel
groups and helping them
control half of the country.
Following the rallies, a gov-
ernment spokesperson,
Adjoumani Kobenan,
announced that all public
demonstrations are banned
for a period of three months.
Kobenan called the riots "acts
of barbarism" and vowed that
Gbagbo's government will
track down and punish, those
responsible.
The Ivory Coast,
renowned as a world leader
in cacao production and one
of the most stable nations in
the region has been in tur-
moil since the December 23,
1999 coup d'etat that ousted
former president Henri
Konan Bedie. Since then, the
country has changed leaders
twice and has experienced
the worst acts of barbarism
and violation of civil rights it
has ever seen.
In September 2002, a full
blown civil war exploded
with rebels attacking- from
the northern front. France,
the former colonial ruler,
sent a few thousand troops to
the tx-oubled African nation
to secure the capital of
Abidjan.
The rioters targeted
French citizens and
French owned and
operated businesses
during the
demonstrations,
accusing them of
backing rebel groups
After months of fighting
and increased pressure both
from France and the interna-
tional community, a cease-
fire was reached last May. A
new government including
the rebels was formed to
restore peace and fix the ail-
ing economy. In Abidjan,
things seemed to return to
normal with public trans-
portation and most govern-
ment services, resuming
their activities.
The decision to ban
protests was viewed as a vio-
lation of human rights as
Gbabgo ascended to the pres-
idency through public
demonstration and protest.
The streets of Bouake, the
country's third largest city
and rebel stronghold, were
packed with thousands of
Gbagbo supporters following
the riots in Abidjan, demand-
ing an immediate disarma-
ment of rebel forces. Some
expressed the will to return
to war if that meant seeing a
unified Ivory Coast,
Behind the Ivory Coast
conflict are ethnic and reli-
gious divisions between the
mostly Christian and animist
tribes of the south and the
largely Muslim north which
since September 2002, has
been mainly controlled by the
rebels. These new develop-
ments have created concerns
in the United Nation's
Security Council who sup-
ported the cease fire and rec-
onciliation government earli-
er this year. The UN
Secretary-General, Kofi
Annan, has sent special mis-
sions to the African nation
throughout the conflict
demanding that Mr. Gbagbo
take the necessary steps to
restore peace and confidence
in the country.
Kobenan also announced
that the pro-government
militia group that committed
last week's acts of vandalism
has been officially dissolved
and its' members may face
serious charges. The May
2003 cease-fire and the con-
struction of a reconciliation
government was beheld by
both the international com-
munity and the Ivorians with
joy and relief.
These new developments
will seriously upset the
course set by President
Gbabgo and the rebel groups
in their- efforts to restore
peace and order. The country
is slowly approaching the
fourth anniversary of its"
first coup d'etat and experts
have expressed concern that
the violence might escalate
again,'as popular support for
Gbagbo and his policies slow-
ly declines relative to the
rebels.
Contributed Photo
These two Ivorian refugee children have fled their tumultuous homeland which is recovering from war
Nazi dog will
not face charges
ANDREW SACHS
Staff Writer
Dog trainers around the
world will all be breathing a
sigh of relief this week. A
German court has ruled that
a man who trained his dog,
'Adolf', to give the Nazi
salute, will not face charges.
Police were alerted to the
dog's offensive actions when
local residents in Berlin
observed the man named
Roland T. and his dog prac-
ticing their saluting out in
the community. Apparently
he would give the command
"Adolf, give me the salute!"
and the dog would raise its
left paw.
Animal welfare groups in
Berlin have maintained that
nothing the clog has done is
overtly strange but is a
rather normal action. The
dog, which is a German
Shepherd mix breed, was
unfortunately unable to be
reached for comment. Police
have not yet stated whether
they will pursue charges
against the dog.
There will however be a
court trial for a separate
occurrence involving the
dog's owner. He is accused of
uttering the Nazi war cry
and other such international-
ly bonding words which
included "Hiel Hitler". Under
German law it is illegal to use
words or actions that make
reference to Nazism.
The court spokeswoman
has indicated the dog will not
make an appearance in the
witness box as police have
sufficient evidence from ear-
lier incidents. Part of the
court procedure will involve
determining- if the dog or
owner was mentally respon-
sible for their acts.
Part of the additional
charges stem from the
accused wearing a t-shirt
with Hitler's mug- shot on the
front. Mr. (Roland) T. enjoys
wearing military apparel and
was sporting a dashing ver-
sion of' mustache made popu-
lar by Hitler, when talking to
reporters.
He stated he enjoys the
media attention his dog has
brought even though he has
wondered what all the fuss is
about. Mr. T. has appeared
unashamed throughout,
from his or the dog's actions
which is characteristic of his
style from the beginning
when he decided to show his
dog's trick to police officers.
Azerbaijan election
sketchy at best
ANTHONY PISCITELLI
Staff Writer
The recent elections in
Azerbaijan were marred by
the worst bloodshed that
country has seen in a decade.
The violence occurred in
protests after Ilham Aliev,
son of current leader Geidar
Aliev, won the presidential
election.
Approximately 300 people
suffered serious injuries dur-
ing clashes between police
and protestors. This number
includes several dozen police
officers and soldiers who
were assaulted by protestors.
The police in turn are respon-
sible for the beating death of
at least one person, a 51-year-
old male.
President Elect Ilham
Aliev blamed opposition par-
ties for the violence. Claiming
they planned it because, "they
knew they would receive a
minimal amount of votes."
However, Peter' Bouckaert, a
senior researcher with
Human Right Watch con-
tends, "The violence could
have been avoided, had the
Azerbaijani authorities given
political space to the opposi-
tion."
The opposition Musavat
party led by Isa Gambar only
received 12 percent of the
vote with 91 percent of the
ballots counted, Aliev man-
aged to win the election
receiving 79.5 percent of the
vote. International observers
condemned the election as
undemocratic.
"U.S. observers noted spe-
cific problems with voter
lists, cases of coercion and
other irregularities," stated
Adam Ereli of the American
State Department. Peter
Eicher, head of the
Organization for Security
and Cooperation, added the
election was "a missed oppor-
tunity for a genuine demo-
cratic election process."
Not all observers agreed
the elections were biased.
According to chairman of the
Russian Central Election
committee, Alexander
Veshniakov "The Russian
delegation has no reason to
doubt the announcement
made by the Azerbaijani elec-
tions committee that there
were no serious violations."
However, even Mr.
Veshniakov acknowledged
some concerns stating "from
the point of view of other
observers there were some
propagandistic violations in
the pre-election campaign."
Contributed Photo
These furious Azerbaijanis destroy a bus in response to BS elections
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'Jews rule the world'
Malaysian President's comments were deplorable, world
must come out hard against leaders who espouse hatred
Andrew
Sachs
Guest
Columnist
There is always a good
chance that the only thing
you will find in a newspaper
is politician basiling. It's cer-
tainly an enjoyable and relax-
ing - if not somewhat over-
used - feature in news and
once again we have an
absentminded, rambling
headof state to contendwith.
Ever hear of Mahathir
Mohamad? He's the
Malaysian Prime Minister
who recently went off about
the global Jewish conspiracy
that rules the world.
Yes, you heard correctly,
in the eyes of one man who
leads a nation of 23 million
people, the Jewish boogieman
has come to haunt us. Quick,
look under your bed.
Seriously though, why has
such an extreme opinion
found such acceptability at
political summits?
Speaking at the
Organization of Islamic
Conference Summit recently
which brings together the
leaders of 57 Islamic nations,
Mahathir stated, "the
Europeans killed six million
Jews out of 12 million, but
today the Jews rule the world
by proxy. They get others to
fight and die for them." The
speech received a standing'
ovation and was widely sup-
ported by delegates while the
rest of the world recoiled.
Sorry, 'recoiled' is the
wrong word. It's more like
the great majority of the
world mildly denounced
what were clearly anti-
Semitic remarks. They were
remarks that contributed
greatly to the divide of the
islamic world and spurned
hatred toward Jews.
Need another example? In
the same speech Mahathir
urged Muslims to fight Jews
with brains notbrawn saying'
that, "1.3 billion Muslims
cannot be defeated by a few
million Jews." Comments like
this have no purpose other
than promoting' hate and
coming from the leader of a
country, more tact should be
expected.
What is even more
astounding is that these
words came across as moder-
ate in the eyes of those at the
summit. Other leaders in
attendance defended
Mahathir's views claiming'
that they couldn't see the
anti-Semitic nature of the
speech, while compatriot
reporters couldn't see what
the fuss was about either.
Maybe I am out of the loop
but there seems to be a fairly
unanimous view held by
Muslim countries that Israel
and Jews are one and the
same and open, to condemna-
tion. Why is it that leaders
from Islamic nations are free
to say that Jews rule the
world? It is simply because
Israel is an enduring' symbol
of the Islamic world's dimin-
ished power on the world
stage.
Blaming your problems
on one country or group of
people is an old exercise that
hasn't solved anything.
Negative words won't solve
problems but constructive
actions may. As for the inter-
national Jewish conspiracy
that rules the world, please
explain and show evidence.
The last time I looked, George
W. Bush isn't Jewish. It's time
some looked deeper and grew
up.
Contributed Photo
Mahathir: Not a huge fan of Jews
Something happened...
Bryn Boyce
International
Editor
So yeah.
Three Israeli soldiers were
shot and killed by Palestinian
gunmen near the West Bank
city of Ramallah on Sunday.
These three deaths bring the
Israeli toll to 15 in the last
week. The Al-Aqsa Martyrs
Brigade, a Palestinian mili-
tant group, has claimed
responsibility for the attack.
In Iraq, two American sol-
diers were killed during a
rocket or grenade something
attack. I can't remember. One
hundredand three dead since
combat ended on this spring.
In Vietnam, 31,000 homes
were wrecked in a recent
flood which claimed 38 lives
and some other number more
were injured. Some other
number missing.
Somewhere people died.
Somewhere someone's life
was just recently ruined and
somewhere, someone just dis-
covered a new type of cancer.
Frankly, it's all starting to
blur anyway.
But what's worse is that
someone, somewhere has just
turned their back on world
affairs. "Why would I want to
know about things like that?"
The world is a depressing-
place made tolerable only by
our ability to shut it out as
necessary.
We've come to a point in
time where there's so much
information within reach
that we're no longer comfort-
able. There's been a shift from
the circumstantially igno-
rant to the artificially igno-
rant. The disconnected, obliv-
ious hermit over to the
informed but apathetic sub-
urbanite. We know more but
care less. Our curiosity is
being demolishedby depress-
ing news and heavy subject
matter.
Can you really blame us
though? Mainstream media,
that amorphous bulls-eye for
critics and cynics, is grind-
ing down the audience's
attentionand interest. It's not
information dissemination
anymore, it's flashy in-your-
face drama.
This is not a new point.
The mainstream media has
constantly been exonerated
for sensationalist coverage,
shiny "Attack Iraq" logos and
dizzying 24-hour coverage of
the latest and greatest disas-
ters. The 'greatest disasters'.
Yeah. That's definitely what
they've become.
This coverage narrowly
frames social discourse to the
point where international
conversations touch nearly
exclusively on the War on
Terrorism, the Middle East
Crisis and AIDS in Africa. It
means we hear about Iraq ad
nauseam while Haiti's politi-
cal upheaval is largely
ignored. We get this wafer
thin slice of the world
cropped and zoomed to dis-
proportionate dimensions.
Sensationalist reporting
also colours our perception of
the world by constructing
and reinforcing the memes
that form the foundations of
our beliefs.
A small example: I
instinctually look at the clock
at 9:11 nearly every day
which allows images of war.
poverty and inequality to
creep into the foreground of
my mind. This single event
manifests itself in my daily
thought and it's only one of
many memes
that have bur-
rowed into my brain.
So, the coverage is too
narrowly focussed. The con-
tent, too flagrantly depress-
ing. Consequently, the audi-
ence is becoming detached
spectators to a world of
death, destruction and
tragedy and the knowledge
they do take in would proba-
bly fit in a thimble.
Sure, the world is a fright-
ening place but by closing
our eyes we'll only discover
that we're all just as afraid of
the dark.
Windows
to
the World
Mother Teresa, one of the most venerable nuns in history, has
recently taken her first post-humous steps toward
Sainthood. Pope John Paul II beatified Mother Teresa for her
supposed beyond-the-grave miracle which saw an Indian
women cured of her stomach tumor. In order to be beatified,
a person must have
a proven miracle credited to them. To fur-
ther her journey to Saint. Mother Teresa must have another
miracle credited to her. An estimated 300.000 people turned
out to St. Peter's Square in Vatican City for the ceremony.
Mother Teresa won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1979 and had a
"deep and intuitive" relationship with the Pope before pass-
ing away in 1997. There are currently over 10,000 Saints but
the Church has seemingly forgotten the exact number.
Violent encounters have begun to increase in Bolivia, where
President Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada has stepped down in
the face of mounting- protest. Many of the country's poorest
people have taken to the streets to protest a natural gas deal
that would profit multinational corporations more than the
native Bolivians. De Lozanda's Vice-President, Carlos Mesa
has taken control of the country whose capital city, La Paz,
is currently under a state of martial law. It is believed that
Mesa the indigenous peasant leader, Felipe Quispe, are on
good terms and may reach an agreement. De Lozada. told the
BBC that, "these anti-establishment, anti-globalisation ele-
ments are causing the country to disintegrate."
One day following* Israel's five-pronged attack on Palestinian
targets, the UN General Assembly has passed a resolution
demanding' that they "stop and reverse" construction of its
security wall. The resolution passed 144-4 with 12 absten-
tions. The United States, Israel, Micronesia and the Marshall
Islands all voted against the resolution. A similar motion was
brought to the Security Council a week ago but the US
vetoed it. President George W. Bush has stated that the 90-
mile long security fence "definitely isn't helping" the situa-
tion in the Middle East. Israel claims the fence is for protec-
tion from suicide bombers while Palestinians say that it is
carving up more of Palestinian land in the West Bank region,
Compiled by Bryn Boyce
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The battle royale
It's time to put the tear gas and placards down
Christopher
Preston
Guest
Columnist
Don King, where are you when we
need you? Only you my, absurdly
coifed friend, could give this ongo-
ing transnational battle the publici-
ty it so keenly deserves. You can call
it the 'Final Tally at the Rally' or
'The Altercation at the
Demonstration'. It's up to you man -
you're the pro. Hey pay-per-view!
We definitely need to get on that.
We can use the proceeds to pay for
the protesters' legal costs when
they're thrown in jail after the fight.
Ok, but seriously, the antago-
nism between the Bush administra-
tion and protesters worldwide has
started to manifest itself as a game
of cat and mouse. Demonstrators
tirelessly try and find new ways to
get their increasingly specific mes-
sages across to an ever more decep-
tive and inaccessible American
administration.
Protesting in general was riding
a tidal wave of momentum shortly
before the turn of this most recent
century. The "Battle in Seattle" in
1999, followed by similarly large
gatherings in Quebec City and
Genoa, Italy, had not just leftist
youth but (shock) more 'normal'
people thinking they actually had a
voice for the first time since
Vietnam.
Then along came September 11th
and instead of parading around
with 'I told you so' placards, the
socially active of the world did the
right thing and took a seat. Slowly
bixt surely, however, the Bush
administration started giving peo-
ple reason to hit the streets again,
and they have. This resurrection cli-
maxed during the war in Iraq,
which saw some of the biggest anti-
war demonstrations in history.
London, New York and Washington
all had between 500,000 and a mil-
lion people inarching the streets at
once.
In contrast to the major demon-
strations before Sept. 11th, today's
rallies target the US government
directly. How on earth can the US
government deal with all this new-
found hostility?
Back home, the administration is
able to use law as a response to
protest. And man, are they sneaky
at it. John Ashcroft just unearthed
an 1872 law, described in the same
year by a New York court as
"obscure", in order to prosecute
Greenpeace activists who boarded a
ship in a Miami port to protest ille-
gal logging.
The anti-American protests
aren't limited to America, they fol-
low Bush like a shadow. As an
example, take Bush's current trip to
Asia. There were protests in the
Philippines, where thousands wit-
nessed an effigy of George W. being
burned (yawn). There were also
protests in Thailand where, amus-
ingly enough, demonstrators cor-
ralled Bush's spirit into a clay pot,
cursed it with black magic, and sent
it seaward (now that's originality).
How do you fight this kind of
barbarism? Security, security and
more security, that's how. Bush, his
cabinet and his advisors are better
protected than that perniciously
reviled Chicago Cubs fan.
When President Bush visits
Sydney this week, large parts of the
city are effectively being shut down,
including any roads he travels on or
near and any buildings he occupies.
That is in addition to the armoured
vehicles and weapons that were
flown into the city in advance of' his
visit, solely for protection purposes.
No more beating around the
bush. It's time to finish this non-
sense. Let's get the Bush adminis-
tration in one corner and all the
anti-Americanprotesters in another.
Jimmy Carter can referee because
he's been on both sides of the fence.
It's Battle Royale time folks. Let the
craziest ideologue win.
Connecting the dots
American foreign policy is making life
dangerous for everyone, including Canadians
Nicole Franke
Guest
Columnist
Did you ever stop to think that last
year's Bali bombing' in Indonesia
could be a blueprint for a similar
attack right here in Canada? It
could, thanks to the reckless foreign
policy of US President George Bush.
So how do I connect the dots
between Bali, Canada and President
Bush? It's easy. All you have to do is
read the comments of the Bali
bombers, who freely admit that they
chose two popular bars in Bali
because they were full of Westerners
or 'soft targets', meaning they were
easy to blow up. Put another way,
the bombers wanted to kill as many
'near Americans' as they could in a
coordinated attack that would make
headlines around the world.
The link to the US is further
underlined by the comments of the
Bali police who said the motive was
to avenge Western oppression of
Muslims in Afghanistan and else-
where. Note that the US is not spec-
ified. They talk about Western
oppression, which, means the tar-
gets are not just Americans, but also
'near Americans'.
Then there are the comments of
one of the convicted plot leaders,
Iman Samudra, who said the origi-
nal plan was to launch the attacks
on September 11th 2002 to mark the
anniversary of New York and
Washington attacks. The actual
attacks were delayed until October
12, 2002 when the bombs killed 202
people. Among the dead were 88
Australians who were targeted
because they were Westerners, or
near Americans.
But who are the nearest near
Americans? Who actually lives near
America? That's right. It's us.
How about bombing a major
attraction at Niagara Palls in the
middle of summer when there are
huge crowds of near Americans. Or
how about the CN tower in Toronto?
Remember, the terrorists like to hit
high profile targets and what's
higher than the CN Tower?
As university students, we don't
think twice about going to the bar
for a night out with friends. Do you
think that the people at those bars
in Bali felt the same way? The fact is
we can't take anything for granted
anymore. That luxury was lost on
September 11th.
We have only George Bush to
thank for this. His reckless policies
in Afghanistan, Iraq and elsewhere
have enraged an entire generation
of Muslims. You could even argue
that Bush and his underlings are
actually encouraging terrorism
through their inflammatory lan-
guage.
U.S. Deputy Secretary of State,
Richard Armitage, made the follow-
ing comment during' a recent visit
to Australia: "The only answer for
us," he said, "is to go after terrorists
and rip them out root and branch."
The "terrorists" are responding, not
surprisingly, by promising to kill as
many Americans as possible. And if
that is not possible, near Americans
will do just fine.
Perhaps we will be lucky.
Perhaps we will not be the next tar-
get. Or perhaps it is only a matter of
time before our luck runs out.
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Feature
Firebird >
Internet Explorer
A new generation of browsers is
headed by the Mozilla project
Microsoft has its web brows-
er, Internet Explorer, bun-
dled with Windows and most
people don't look for better
alternatives, IE is built on an
old browser concept that is
well past its expiry date. Its
security problems have
caused problems for corpora-
tions and users alike; many
of the hard hitting viruses
have exploited holes in lE's
programming. One must
wonder, then, why people
stick with lE. Back when
Netscape was the most popu-
lar browser. IE was just a
fledgling. But that fledgling
grew into a giant after
Netscape's products became
slow and bloated. IE lias dom-
inated the browser market
for several years but is now
being- threatened by a few
newcomers.
Enter the new generation
of browsers, spearheaded by
the Mozilla project. Nearly all
of the new browser genera-
tion excepting the new Safari
browser from. Apple conies
from one base of work,
Mozilla. Mozilla is the open-
source (read: free software)
branch of the new Netscape
code.
One amazing project to
come out of the Mozilla
Foundation is the Mozilla
Firebird browser
(mozilla.org"). Firebird is my
personal favourite and it has
won over many IE users
because of its quick loading-
time, its clean look and its
innovative features. Firebird
is extremely compatible with
pages designed for IE and
can run any plug-in designed
for Netscape.
Firebird has won
over many IE users
because of its
quick loading time,
clean look and
innovative features.
Firebird- has several amaz-
ing' features that I now can-
not live without. One of these
is built-in sophisticated pop-
up blocking*. When a website
tries to send a pop-up,
Firebird blocks it but if you
need the blocked pop-up you
can click an icon at the bot-
tom of the screen to allow
that particular site to send
you pop-tips. Whenever I am
forced to use IE now I find
myself endlessly frustrated
at the constant barrage of
pop-ups, whereas Firebird
protects me and lets me surf
in peace.
Another essential feature
in Firebird is the tabbed
browsing concept. Tabbed
browsing' allows for more
than one page to be displayed
in one window with tabs
across the top where you can
switch between pages. This is
especially useful for internet
research or just pre-loading a
set of links for viewing later.
By default, you can open a
link in a background tab by
clicking' the scroll button on
the link. Again I find myself
frustrated whenever 1 use IE
and I have to open new win-
dows every time I want to
load a page from a set of
links. Although tabbed
browsing is not unique to
Firebird, it is the smoothest
and fastest in Firebird.
Mozilla Firebird screenshot
OpenOffice.org screenshot
Blogtastic blogging
Web logs have taken over the internet
JASON SHIM
Cord Features
In Toronto, there are 4 major
daily newspapers. Cable tele-
vision gives you access to
about 50 different channels;
a satellite gives you hun-
dreds more. On the Internet,
there are over 3 billion pages
of information available.
There are 6,300,000,000 peo-
ple in the world and quite
frankly, everyone has an
opinion.
Not only that but every-
one and their dog has access
to the Internet. It seems as
though everyone, their dog
and their $4.99 latte has a
webpage.
I don't have a dog. I don't
drink lattes. But I have an
opinion, access to the
Internet and I must con-
fess— a blog. Everybody's
blogging. Athletes do it,
musicians do it, lawyers do
it.
Heck, even William
Shatner is doing it. It sounds
obscene doesn't it? But it's
the latest thing on the net
and it's changing the way
things are done.
So what the hell is a blog?
Quite simply it's a frequently
updated webpage with
entries that are arranged
chronologically but that
would be like describing
Canada as 'merely a coun-
try'— there's so much more
to be said. The practice of
"blogging" (short for
Weblogging) began as a
response to the overwhelm-
ing amount of information
available on the Internet in
the mid-90s. Authors of
blogs would regularly take
items of interest from the
Internet and create hyper-
links to them on their web-
pages. Why bother sifting
through hundreds of articles
each day when you could
have someone pick out the
interesting ones for you?
These links were often
accompanied by short com-
mentaries that would range
from carefully articulated
opinions to irreverent mus-
ings.
In 1998, there were only a
few blogs on the Internet,
which were owned by a
handful of people (mostly
programmers) who had the
time and skill to create and
maintain them. Then, in
1999, Pyra Labs released
Blogger.com and everyone
jumped on the bandwagon
and broke it: the definition of
a blog was transformed. I
know because I jumped on it
too. For the first time in
Internet history, people who
were computer illiterate
could own and maintain a
blog. (Whether or not that
was a good thing is a matter
of opinion).
It seems as though
everyone, their
dog adn their
$4.99 latte has a
webpage.
Over time, the scope of
the medium expanded and
today, blogs are used for var-
ious purposes from keeping
in touch with loved ones, to
documenting doctoral the-
ses, to providing low-cost
marketing for savvy multi-
media companies. However,
many sites such as Fark,
Slashdot and the Religion
News Blog still reflect the
original purpose of the blog.
Blogs are changing the way
people think, interact and
communicate.
Today. 14-year-olds with
little to no knowledge of the
Internet can publish in the
virtual world. While Andy
Warhol claimed that every-
one would have their 15 min-
utes of fame, I would argue
that anyone who has a blog
has their 15 visitors who will
always keep on coming back.
Perhaps this is the online
expression of the same
obsession that drives reality
TV but no matter who you
are, you will have an audi-
ence; you just have to make
sure you have something*
interesting to say.
As the World Trade
Centre fell, I blogged about
my feelings surrounding the
matter and provided links to
other pages with commen-
tary. When the Columbia
space shuttle exploded, with-
in an hour I was writing
about the tragic symbolism
that accompanied the death
of Israel's first astronaut.
But the subjects are not
always so serious. When I
received a free cheesecake
for writing a President's
Choice review, I shared it
with the world. Blogs are
more than "just a webpage";
they serve as the pulse of the
people.
Marketers have recognized
this because in the blogging
world, traffic is currency. 1b
date, only a few businesses
have harnessed the power of
the blog to disseminateinfor-
mation. Blogs are beginning
to pop up on corporate web-
sites, logging the develop-
ment of new products or the
filming of upcoming movies.
It allows businesses to estab-
lish a personal connection
with their customers.
If bloggers like some-
thing, it will spread like a
virus from blog to blog. But
businesses beware, this prin-
ciple also applies to things
they don't like. If marketers
Up-and-coming
office suite:
Openoffice.org
CRAIG RADCLIFFE
Features Editor
Students need a word
processor. This is a standard
requirement across disci-
plines. Some students need a
spreadsheet program or a
presentation prog-ram. For
the most part, students turn
to Microsoft Office for these
applications. Unfortunately,
Office retails at upwards of
$200; a hefty price for soft-
ware. You either pay out
$200 for software that's like-
ly to be outdated in a few
years or you pirate the
newest version. Neither
option is particularly entic-
ing".
That's where
Openoffice.org comes in.
Openoffice.org is an office
suite similar to that of
Microsoft's. It's based on the
play their cards right, they
may have an audience of mil-
lions at their doorsteps.
Internet publishing used
to be the sole domainof large
corporations and organiza-
tions but this is rapidly
changing. In 2001, Ben and
Mena Trott released
Moveable Type, named after
Johann Gutenberg's print-
ing press.
Just as Gutenberg
changed the way books were
published, the modern
Moveable Type system has
given birth to professional
micropublishing. Five years
ago, a similar system would
have cost thousands of dol-
lars; today, it is distributed
Sun Microsystems StarOffice
suite but is completely free
and updated by a community
of prog-rammers. Right now
the word processor has
everything' Word has except
a grammar checker (the
grammar checkers on other
word processors are terrible
anyway).
It even saves in Word
97/2000/XP format for easy
portability, but the native
Openoffxce.org is much bet-
ter as it holds the same
information in one third of
the space. For those of you
who need to make PDFs,
Openoffice.org also has that
covered with a built-in PDF
exporter. This means that
there is no longer a need to
buy/pirate Adobe Distiller,
you simply click the "Export
directly as PDF" button.
free of charge. In essence,
everyone has been given the
opportunity to take up a vir-
tual megaphone. Through
blogs, the Internet is finally
realizing its potential as an
egalitarian landscape in
which everyone may have a
voice which is just as loud as
anyone else's.
Whether or not you have
a dog or enjoy overpriced
lattes, one thing is for cer-
tain: you have an opinion.
It's up to people to step up
to
the plate and say something
and blogs are a great way to
go.
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How to make
Windows not suck
Craig
Radcliffe
Features
Editor
We, as students, are all
aware of the many frustra-
tions in our lives that are
directly or indirectly caused
by Microsoft software. That's
not to say that it is only
Microsoft's fault that some-
times our computers take
five minutes to load Word or
that porn pop-ups plague
our desktops but they play a
big* part.
Problems such as viruses,
worms, pop-ups. and com-
plete system freezes are all
but non-existent in the com-
puter world outside the
Windows operating system.
Many students, however,
don't have the money to buy
a Mac or the computer
enthusiasm to run Linux, so
Windows is the only choice
but that doesn't mean we
have to settle for a buggy
system and expensive soft-
ware.
There are a few ways you
can make your Windows
experience more enjoyable
without spending money to
upgrade or otherwise
enhance your system. Using
free software tools, you can
turn your buggy, slow, pop-
up ridden computer into a
smooth productivity
machine.
First thing you should do
is download a good spyware
detection program such as
Ad-Aware (lavasoftusa.com)
and run it on your system.
You would be surprised at
how many companies decid-
ed to install software on
your computer without your
permission. One of these
companies is Sharinan
Networks, the owner of
KaZaA. Running Ad-Aware
will temporarily break
KaZaA but you can fix this
by reinstalling KaZaA or
downloading KaZaA Lite
(google for "kazaa lite"),
which doesn't have spyware.
Make your Windows
experience more
enjoyable without
spending money or
upgrading.
The second way to
improve your computer's
stability is to download virus
scanning software. It just so
happens that a completely
free virus scanning solution
exists, called AVG Antivirus
(g-risoft.com). Viruses are
becoming a greater threat as
more and more unskilled
users get on the internet and
more viruses are being creat-
ed that target unprotected
computers. An anti-virus
program will hopefully
ensure that you won't lose
any important data.
Would you shoot yourself?
Taking naked photos of yourself for
the Internet - so easy it's hard
TUDOR COSTACHE
Cord Features
To make profound state-
ments about the human con-
dition and technology, yon
only need three things: an
eagerness to take your
clothes off, a digital camera
and a connection to the inter-
net. Or at least that's the idea
behind websites like
lShotMyself.com that
explore the exhilarating lib-
eration of the naked body in
the digital realm.
The digital realm is on
some level all about nudity.
Pornography is no longer in
the underground but in. the
foreground of the web, both
as an economic and as a cre-
ative force. Indeed, at the
rate pornography is pro-
duced it would seem that
everybody and their mother
is busy taking naughty pic-
tures in the basement. Leaps
in. technology have made
pornography instantaneous,
free-flowing, and more will-
ing to accommodate all pos-
sible niches and tastes.
The prolific homemade
porn industry, which places
the human form firmly at
the centre of attention, has
expanded as cheap but
sophisticated digital cameras
gained a larger market
...
umm
... penetration. With
advances in technology
images of the human body,
sometimes distorted by pas-
sion, sometimes fetishized
past recognition, became
immediate and accessible.
But the improvement in
technology and. in the nature
of the web brought about an
interesting change: camera
lenses soon focused inwards
and started to capture com-
pelling images of the naked
self.
It is exactly this self-
exploration of the body that
IShotMyself.com is trying to
get the participants to
undertake. The site, which
verges on the pornographic
while trying to subvert
smutty stereotypes, is both a
symptom of our compulsive
self-obsession and an honest
attempt to reflect the com-
plexity of the participants'
being.
Capitalizing on the open
communication that charac-
terizes the web, the site
invites a variety of strangers
to participate as long as they
are willing to be alone and
nude in a room and always
keep a hand on the camera as
they let the creative juice
flow. And the task is not as
easy as it seems: in how
many creative poses do yon
dare capture your naked
self?
Compelling complete
strangers to expose them-
selves on a website, to share
with the world a piece of
their soul, gives the
IShotMyself.com project-
compelling dimensions: it
creates an interesting inter-
play between the private and
the personal, the erotic and.
the obscene and ultimately
between technology and
humanity.
The challenge of the proj-
ect is to capture something
truthful about our humanity,
something that is arousing
but that doesn't serve exclu-
sively as masturbation mate-
rial. Unfortunately,
IShotMyself.com fails to
meet this challenge partially
because self-obsession drives
the site and partially because
within the framework of the
Internet the focus still falls
on consumption and produc-
tion.
As a result, the self-explo-
ration. fails to destroy the
existing pornographic
stereotypes and thus release
the human form from the
clutches of objectification.
Instead, the self-taken
images tend to mostly con-
form to the pornographic
aesthetics. The naked form
fails to achieve an ecstatic
liberation, as the same stereo-
types are forever replayed in
most pictures.
Perhaps our- self-centred
culture lacks the imagina-
tion to picture the body in
non-stereotypical ways. Or
perhaps the medium of the
Internet, with its focus on
the endless consumption of
information and images, pre-
vents a more authentic self-
expression.
But armed with digital
cameras it may still be possi-
ble to achieve some sort of
rapture in the digital realm.
For just a moment maybe
we'll be able to picture our-
selves as we really are.
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Student Life
Is there a Dr. in the school?
Is that person lecturing you on the central nervous
system a Doctor or just some eager student still writing
their dissertation?
Erika
Ivanic
Give us a
break
The presence or absence of
two simple letters classifies
those who lecture and, with
any luck, actually teach the
Laurier strident body; Dr.
Upon beginning- my years
at Laurier, I simply thought
the term doctor was synony-
mous with professor, I
believed in the so-called corn
moil knowledge that a PhD
was a necessary requirement
for teaching- at university. 1
was wrong*.
If those two letters of the
alphabet don't appear before
the prof's name in the course
syllabus then in all probabili-
ty, lie or she is not a doctor.
Unless they deliberately
choose to conceal their full
identity, professors without
the designation of doctor
tend to be students still
studying- for their PhD or
who simply did not choose to
acquire one in the first place.
This lack of title results in a
lower salary rate for them
but no tuition compensation
for us.
What is the significance of"
a title anyway? In reality, its
only a piece of paper with a
few "important" signatures
right? The unfortunate fact
of the matter is that this
piece of paper affects other
dirty green pieces of paper
which circulate daily in our
society: money. Money in
turn is directly correlated
with our tuition rate: a grow-
ing' concern for students at
Laurier and across the coun-
try.
Regardless of the diver-
gence in professors' rates of
pay. which also depend on
their length of experience,
department and whether or
not they are published, stu-
dents are charged the same
tuition rate for each class.
Maybe it's just me but there
appears to he a minor dis-
crepancy here. If professors
without their PhD's get paid
less, where does this extra
cash resurface? In the insti-
tution we call Laurier or in
the pockets of a few elite indi-
viduals at the top of the lad-
der? No one seems to have
the answers.
Take Business professors
for example. They have high-
er salaries than those who
teach Arts or Science but
tuition rates for the Laurier
business program are accord-
ingly higher. Perhaps it
makes little sense but at least
the numbers visibly appear to
do so.
If a Ph.D is only a
piece of paper
then why does it
affect how much
dirty green paper a
Prof gets paid?
The system called the
Wilfrid Laurier Faculty
Association is actually a com
plex hierarchy of titles
including' Lecturer.
Assistant, Associate and
finally, Professor. So forget
the term PhD; many
of the
professors we call Professors
don't even officially possess
this title. Please forgive then,
my politically incorrect use
of terms.
This technicality covers
only a few lines of Article 30
of the WLUFA Full-Time
Collective Agreement, just a
small portion of The
Complete 2002 Agreement,
that doesn't even take into
account part-time professors,
by-laws, constitutions or let-
ters of understanding.
Confused yet? You're not
alone.
Frankly, I think the whole
structure is designed to be so
utterly complex that we
become too overwhelmed to
ask questions. It's so much
easier to brush off something
we don't understand and
instead blame rising* tuition
costs on inflation, on politics,
on the orbit of Mars as it
moves further from the Earth
or whatever else your fancy
may be.
Math major or not, the
fact is that those numbers
need to start adding 1 up.
Jessica McLaughlin
This man is a prof...sorta.
You're getting sleepy
MICHELLE PINCHEV
Cord Student Life
Last Friday, a packed Turret
crowd gathered and watched
as a group of Laurier stu-
dents appeared on stage and
made utter fools of them-
selves, all under the spell of
the hilarious hypnotist, Tony
Lee. It was a side-splitting,
obscene game of Simon says-
if Tony gave the command,
they did it. The show was
complete with orgasms,
chair-humping and fake oral
sex. For those, like myself,
who had never seen such out-
rageous behaviour outside of
Rieki Lake, it was nothing
short of shocking". Was it
magic? No. But hypnosis is a
phenomenon that even the
experts can't agree on.
At the start of the show
the entire audience was sub-
jected to hypnosis. Only a
small group who were pro-
foundly affected by Lee's
words found themselves on
stage. With a few extra spots,
I hopped on stage to give it a
second shot. Considering
what was to come, I feel
lucky that it didn't work on
me.
So how does hypnosis
work and why are only some
affected and not others?
Without going too deep into
the science of it, what basical-
ly happens is that the hypno-
tist "suggests" that the vic-
tim... er, participant feel
relaxed, that their eyelids are
getting heavy and that
they're "getting sleepy."
Hypnotism is not a state
of sleep. You can be fully
aware of everything while
you are hypnotized and
remember it afterwards
(unless otherwise instruct-
ed). It doesn't work on most
people. The response depends
more on how "hypnotizable"
you are and less on the skills
of the hypnotist. Experts
aren't even exactly sure why
this is so. Some say it's
because certain people just
play the role they're sup-
posed to. Others believe there
is more science behind it.
The way the audience
saw
it, the people on-stage were
either completely nuts or
Tony Lee really did have
them on a tight leash.
Regardless, whatever control
lie had over them was not
enough to get them to do
things that they wouldn't do
under normal circumstances-
things that went against
their morals, such as per-
forming oral sex on a plastic
bottle, in the case of one of
the girls whose boyfriend
was in the front row.
Hypnotism is all over the
media but as funny as it
seems, hypnosis isn't always
a joke. It actually does have
some more useful applica-
tions. It can be used to treat
psychological and medical
issues such as eliminating
stress, severe pain or aller-
gies. Hypnosis has even been
used to successfully boost
confidence or cut habits like
smoking.
Tony Lee's XXX-rated
show was undoubtedly a suc-
cess. Even the most skeptical
audience members were
shocked at what they saw
unfold before them on stage.
But in the end, it left us with
more questions and more
confusion than before. Upon
entering', most expected to
have their beliefs confirmed
or disproved by the show. The
truth is. we might never real-
ly understand the full extent
of hypnosis. But at least we
got to see some amateur
stripping and have a good
laugh. I definitely got my five
bucks worth.
So what if your Prof, doesn't have a
few extra letters in front of their
name?
Jessica
McLaughlin
Pay the
price
Doctor, intellect, teacher, who
cares what the person stand-
ing at the front of your class
is called? Whether your prof
is really a prof or not should-
n't be the hot topic of debate
in your life as long as the
quality of your education is
consistent. I couldn't care
less if the person teaching me
holds a. prestigious title or
not. If yon ask me, all a PhD
guarantees is that the person
spent an unimaginable
amount of time studying,
Until I stopped to think about
it, I didn't even know that
non-PhD holders are teach-
ing three of my five classes
right now. But what does this
matter anyway?
Some people have
expressed that they think we
should get a tuition break
when classes are taught by
non-doctors since the univer-
sity pays them less than
those who have the letters Dr.
in front of their name on the
course syllabus. To this claim
I say: get over it you penny
pinchers.
Eight now I'm taking a
course that focuses heavily
on journalism and news writ-
ing taught by a reporter from
The Record. Not only does she
teach our class using count-
less first hand examples and
real events but she marks
and returns assignments
with lightning speed. This
class would not be nearly as
interesting or hands-on if it
were taught by a professor
who a) hasn't worked as a
reporter, or b) hasn't dealt
with the material first hand
in the field. The point is,
some classes require that the
person teaching have first-
hand experience that isn't
possible to have unless they
are working in the field.
Younger teachers are
often more enthusiastic.
Since it wasn't 20 years ago
that they were in university,
they have a better sense of
what keeps us interested,
what put us to sleep and how
much reading is practical.
After teaching- the same
material year after year, a
prof must get bored of the
topic and most likely if the
prof is fed up with the topic,
their lectures, assignments
and assigned readings are
not just dull but the equiva-
lent of sleeping pills.
Some students
want a tuition
break because
classes are taught
by Ph.D students, I
say get over it you
penny pinchers
Mow don't get me wrong, I
have had professors who
have been around for a long-
time who still put their heart
and soul into their classes
and their students. But to
pay them more than the peo-
ple who don't have the title
doctor to go along with
teacher, instructor and men-
tor just doesn't seem fair.
PliD students and people
who have been appointed to
teach our classes work just
as hard as those who hold
their PhD to prepare lectures,
grade assignments and
enhance our time here at
Laurier do. So they get paid
less, who cares? Students
who go sniffing around for a
tuition break because of this
should try sitting in on a lec-
ture taught by a monotonous
70 year-old professor and
thank their lucky stars that
someone young and ambi-
tious is standing in front of
them each day.
WEEKLYBADDRAWING
By Pete Cram
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Food for
Thought
DAVE BONE
Restaurant Reviewer
Although cottage season has
come to a close, there is a
place in Waterloo that you
can visit no matter what time
of year it is to experience
some of that craved northern
feel. That place is Caribou
Creek. The large log-cabin-
style restaurant is not found
beside any forest but is locat-
ed in the heart of the city a
block north of Conestoga
Mall on King St.
Upon entrance, we were
greeted and led into one of
the dining areas they feature,
walls clad with cottage items
like skis, paddles, canoes,
and even bull rushes that
compliment the large stone
fireplace. I was expecting the
atmosphere to be quite rustic
and it is to a certain extent
but the music in the back-
ground, a combination of Top
40, R&B and hip hop seemed
like something you would
more likely find at a local
club or bar rather than a
lodge.
Our server came over to
greet us and we ordered
drinks. On the second try she
got it right and I got my
Sprite. Appetizers came out
next. We decided to share the
calamari ($7.59) and garlic
bread with cheese ($5.69).
The calamari was donenicely
and came with a yogurt and
Bermuda onion dip which
proved to be a good combina-
tion. The garlic bread was a
bit less impressive, with gar-
lie butter, mozzarella and.
Cheddar cheese 011 what
looked like a pizza crust, not
your typical garlic bread and
nothing* that 1 would order
again. Appetizers run from
$5.69 to $12.99 and include
many staples like bruschetta,
onion rings and nachos
along with some unique to
the Creek like 'Runabouts'
which are basically loaded
potato skins. They also have
a large selection of salads
and soups, including' the
"campfire soup", which
ranges in price from $3.99 to
$9.29.
Main courses also include
a small salad. We both had
the Caesar and they were a
tasty palate teaser. Moving
to the heart of the meal, the
main course was next, con-
sisting- of the two types of
steak that Caribou Creek
offers. My friend ordered the
top sirloin ($18.99) and I
chose the New Yorker
($19.99), a 12-oz. portion of
beef grilled New York style.
They both came with a baked
potato and a side of vegeta-
bles, which happened to be
carrots that were bland and
tasteless but the potato was
good. The steaks came out
done to our liking* (medium
rare) and were pretty good,
although I have had better
and paying twenty dollars
for what I received seemed a
bit steep. My friend's sirloin
was good as well, but for the
one-dollar price difference,
the upgrade to New Yorker
and two more ounces of beef
is definitely recommended.
Caribou Creek has three
different sections on the din-
ner section of their menu
including classics ($13.39-
$19.99), pasta ($8.99-$13.99)
and the grill ($13.99-$17.99)
with another section of
Burgers & Sandwiches
($6.99-10.99) for both lunch
and dinner. They do have a
very North American style of
menu, with Lodge Creek
chicken, ribs, steak sand-
wiches, and the Muskokan
Club to satisfy the hungry
Canadian. As they say at
Caribou Creek, "not having
dessert is like being- up a
creek without a paddle",
which happened to be what
the dessert menu was. a large
wooden paddle with the
choices right on it.
Cheesecake ($4.99) was
my friend's choice, which
was New York style and
enjoyable. I ordered what any
good cottager would. S'mores
($2.47). They were not like
your typical camp fire treat
but instead came out in a
bowl with chocolate, graham
crackers, ice cream, marsh-
mallows, and whipped cream
- in one word, delicious.
Caribou Creek was an
overall good experience, a
nice interior with fairly good
food, while at the same time
it may be more suited to an
older crowd rather than stu-
dents. It may not be fine din-
ing but a comfortable atmos-
phere and the call of the
North makes it worth a try.
AskKate...
If your friend wants to use an old paper of yours.
Should you let them mooch off your hard work?
Kate,
A good friend of mine is cur-
rently taking a course that I
took last yean He is totally
swamped with midterms ana
assignments and has asked
me if he could use the paper I
wrote for the class last year
as his own. He has a different
profand he says he is going to
rework the paper so that we
won't get caught. I can com-
pletely relate to him feeling
overwhelmed with work right
now but I spent a long time on
that paper and it doesn't
seem fair that he should just
get to mooch off my work for
free. Plus, I'm worried that we
might get busted. Should I let
him have the
paper and ifnot
how and
why do I tell him that he
can't?
Sincerely, Getting Ripped Off
Dear Ripped off,
Your concern is necessary
and completely valid. Being*
compassionate towards a
friend in need is
one thing
but allowing* that person to
your work says some-
thing' very different. If you
nave not openly offered the
paper I think,
your friend is
takmg advantage of you and
also putting.... you in an
extremely awkward position
111 regards to future situa-
tions. Your friend may feel
that if you can't do this one
thing for him now, then later
on they will withhold some-
thing from you. However,
clearly this is unfair to you.
Ultimately, it is your deci-
sion whether you offer your
work to your friend - but I
can tell that you are uncom-
fortable with that choice.
Offer to help your
friend with a
thesis...although he
may resent you
Therefore, approach your
friend casually and say, "You
know, man, I put a lot into
that paper and I am flattered
that you would want my help
but I don't think I want to
risk the consequence of get-
ting caught." Offer to help
your friend with a thesis for
the paper and even the out-
line to follow if that would be
helpful. He may resent you
or feel embarrassed but reas-
sure him that you're not
angry and not to hesitate
to
ask you for help in the
future.
It is quite flattering' that
friends think your work is
strong* enough to use as
their own and take pride that
your friend feels confident
enough to come to you with
things of this nature. But do
not give in to something that
attacks your personal
integrity - honesty is some-
thing that many people base
their lives around and this
wouldbe dishonestboth aca-
demically and personally.
You would be creating a
dishonest situation if you
didn't tell your friend
straight up how you felt
about the situation.
When you do approach
your friend be calm and don't
worry about his reaction,
hopefully they will under-
stand your point and be
grateful that you are offer-
ing to help them despite not
honouring their original
request. If however, he does-
n't at all understand take
some time to rethink your
relationship and wait for
him to approach you. As
long* as you walk away from
the situation your point
across in a non-offensive and
calm way your : friend has
nothing to be angry about.
Good luck.
Sincerely, Kate
Kate Ziegler appears in the Ask
Kate advice column weekly. If you
would like to ask Kate a question
send it to advice@wlusp.com.
Identity is confidential. All
questions are welcome!
Horoscope
Week of October 22-29
Happy Birthday -v'
Scorpio!
You will be able to balance
everything going on right
now quite well. But don't
over-extend yourself trying
to do things for other people,
Any birthday celebrations
will be just what you need to
boost you energy.
Aries [' <£\
AAarch 21 - April 19 >
You will be presented with
the opportunity to start
something new or a new
challenge will be presenting.
itself. You will have to be a
little more creative when
dealing with situations over
the next while, charm will
get you nowhere.
Luckiest day: October 24.
Taurus
April 20 - May 20
v
Someone will be offering you
either the chance to do some-
thing new or will be present-
ing you with a gift. A new
friendship could start to
materialize this week and it
will develop in the least like-
ly place.
Luckiest day: October 17
Gemini tBSW
ggip Jg
May 21 - June 21 SSL* 111
You may be feeling a little
more lonely thannormal this
week, even when being sur-
rounded by friends. Don't
hesitate to exclude yourself
from activities to do some
thinking, but remember
there are lots of people
around to help you.
Luckiest day: October 25
Cancer J
June 22 - July 22 J
Someone could be offering
you a gift. It could be materi-
al or in the form of advice.
Either way, accept it with
appreciation. Something
you've worked hard on is
going to pay off. Overall
you are going to have a good
week.
Luckiest day: October 25
Leo
July 23 - August 22 1
„
All kinds of good things are
going to be happening to you
this week. Things you've been
waiting for are going to
materialize. You are going to
have lots to celebrate about
and you will be rewarded
generously for your efforts.
Luckiest day: October 28
Virgo
August 23
- September 23' \
Swift changes occur shortly,
so expect the unexpected.
Someone around you might
be acting two-faced so don't
take what this person says
too seriously. Try to maintain
a positive outlook for the
future.
Luckiest day: October 28
[Libra
September 24 - October 22
You are going- to have to
make some decisions regard -
ing several different issues,
Some will be obvious but oth-
ers will require' more
thought. Don't hesitate to ask
someone for their opinion,
they can think of something
you can't.
Luckiest day: October 28
Scorpio
October 23-November 21 jj| JL '**
Your family or close friends
could do something that will
surprise you this week. You
will also be able to celebrate
after finishing something
you've been working on for a
while. There's lots going on
around you and you'll have a
great week
Luckiest day: October 27
Sagittarius
November 22 - December 21
Make sure you take note of
any unusual things going on
either in dreams or with
your intuition.Your subcon-
scions could be trying to
help you solve a problem and
is doing* so in an obscure
way. Follow your gut feel-
ings.
Luckiest day: October 24
Capricorn
I gigs. %
December 22 - January 19
Everything is going to be
going your way for the next
little while. People will see
your strength and determina-
tion and admire you for that,
Be sure to help out anyone
who isn't having as great of a
week, they'll appreciate it.
Luckiest day: October 25
Aquarius
January 20 - February 19
Someone will be presenting
you with a gift. It could be
material or advice. This per-
son is simply looking out for
your best interests so don't be
offended if they say some-
thing that catches you off
guard. It will make sense
later.
Luckiest day: October 26
Pisces
February 20 - March 20 \ j 7
There is going to be another
conflict going on around
you.
If at all possible try not
to get involved, you have
enough going on as it is.
Don't dwell on situations you
can't do anything about, they
will resolve themselves.
Luckiest day: October 28
Daniel Roth is a Journalism
graduate oftonestoga College
S4. ls cu fr(!f}uy a
Communication Studies
student at Wilfrid tanner. He
>a
,
s studied Astrology and
other topics of that genreJor
almost 10 years„
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Trick or treat, who or what will you be
dressing up as this Halloween?
If you want to have a killer
Halloween costume read this now
NICOLE HUGGINS
Cord Student Life
If you're tired of wearing- an
old sheet with the eyes cut
out for Halloween or you're
growing* out of that sissy
pumpkin costume Mom used
to make you wear, expand
your costume ideas by seek-
ing inspiration.
One of the best stores for
costume shopping is Seams
Like Magic. The walls are
lined with all the costumes
and accessories you could
possibly think of. They have
old classics like devil and
vampire costumes and new
hits like the twins from the
Matrix Reloaded. This place
even has sexy adult costumes
such as vinyl cat suits, hot
nurses, bunnies and maids.
This is a great place to
browse for full costumes or to
come up with creative ideas
by putting together some of
the makeup and accessories
they have for sale. If you
have no idea what you want-
to be or what you are looking
for, just tell one of the sales
people and they will help you
put together a winning cos-
tume.
This place can be a bit
pricey if you're buying a full
costume but it's well worth it
and close to campus.
WaterI o o Genera tions-50
Bridgeport Road E. Waterloo
886-6226
Value Village-120 Ottawa
Street N. Kitchener 576-4403
Two other .great costume
spots are Waterloo
Generations and Value
Village. These are both sec-
ond-hand shops. The cre-
atively minded should have
no problem picking- through
the loads of clothes and coin-
ing up with an awesome cos-
tume idea.
Value Village not only has
used clothes but a massive
aisle of packaged costumes
and accessories but the prices
here are significantly lower.
The selection is not as broad
but the store is definitely
worth visiting.
If you're really stuck for
costume ideas here are some
hints. If you are going out as
a couple for Halloween you
conld dress up a pimp and
ho. a cheerleader and a jock,
a doctor and nurse, a maid
and a butler or a cop and a
convict.
Ideas for single costumes
are a devil, a cat. a psycho
killer, a butterfly, a mermaid,
a bumble bee or the crazy
dude Alex from A Clockwork
Orange.
Now that you have the
perfect Halloween costume,
g'o out and trick-or-treat or
find a place to go and party.
Seams Like Magic
354 King Street N. Waterloo
Phone #885-4700.
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• what to expect at seminary
can rni
Valid only at % what theological educaion is all about
1519} DZ I"I 112 112 112 150 University Ave. • jf seminary is where youVe been called
(Philip Street, beside University or Waterloo)
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• the many forms ministry can take
™
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Sample the academic life by
\
/ ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
meeting others in
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developing leaders for church and
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or over ninety years - wbhmbb
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Waterloo Lutheran Seminary
H 75 University Ave. West
-2* (Corner of Bricker and Albert Streets)
Waterloo, Ontario Naj 3C5
KING STREET NORTH WATERLOO AT NQRTHFiELO I . .
Tel: 886-7565 www.seminary.wlu.ca
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PTIM I Z E yo_u_r RESOURCES
Writing Skills Classroom Presentations
The Writing Centre Media Technology Resources
The Writing Centre provides: Support is provided for academic use in the teaching
. ,
,
.
.
and [earning process with:
« Individual appointments to improve essays, case studies
11 r
and reports ® Educational video programs
• Help with thesis statement, argument, paragraph • Video and sound recording
development, grammar and punctuation , Video editing facilities
• Resources on writing in all disciplines , [3tlta presentations
• Web site with handouts on all the typical writing problems . Image and text scanning
• Web links to important North American wri ting centres
￿ Preparation of 35mm slides and overheads
jSv % > : 8 Trained P eer tutors who are Pressor recommended .AV equipment and instruction
Mc ? i • Class presentations on academic writing by
—————— Specialized Support
Study Techniques
Special Needs Office
T„ E STU D V SK. L L S PROG R A M
Professional learning consultants and trained peer-
w'th the Special Needs Office for support in:
learning assistants help you maximize your study skills: . Learning, time management and organizational strategies
* 112 • Time management and procrastination • Determining individual examination needs and
| | ! • Textbook reading and note taking classroom accommodations
|
.
• Critical thinking
• Obtaining and utilizing adaptive technology
y"; ; . Essay and project planning
• Accessing campus and community resources
i
• Memory and concentration
• Utilizing non-print materials
'
Exam preparation and performance
9 Locating note takers, tutors and educational assistants
l
'•Presentation skills
We offer campus workshops, individual consultations,
handouts, and residence or in-class seminars.
Computing Skills
Information Technology
Information Resources Services
m
and Services For Research
,
.
, ..
Learn essential computing application skills:
The Library has:
* Using spreadsheets
' I
• Web-based catalogue with 24-hour access to print,
* Makin* Prcsenf
ions
% X non-print, electronic libraiy holdings, and full text
• Using an e-mail program
electronic resources, all available from both campus
* Using browsing software
computers and remote locations Classes in these applications are offered from
• More than 1.6 million print volumes on campus mid-September
to mid-October, and from j
• More than 7 million print volumes within the mid-January
to mid-February. 8
9MMLjr TriUniversity Library Group (TUG) Information about these classes, including schedule I
'JHPBESpP
F '
• Document delivery of TUG and other libraries'resources and descriptions, is posted on the Web at 1 :
9 Extensive program
of orientation tours and tutorials <http://its.wlu.ca/classes> <
• Professional reference service 64 hours weekly "
• Library building open nearly 100 hours a week «
Sports
Hawks give TO the blues
The Hawks finish the regular season with a dominant
62 - 7 win against the lowly University of Toronto
DEREK IWANUK
Sports Editor
The Laurier Golden Hawk
football team had no prob-
lems wrapping' up third place
in the OUA standings as they
trounced the winless and
seemingly hopeless Toronto
Varsity Blues 62 - 7 at
Varsity Stadiumon Saturday.
The Hawks finished the
regular season with six wins,
a dramatic turn around from
last year's one win team.
Although the win is not
exactly huge since it was
coming- against Toronto, it
does add to the confidence
level of a team, heading into
the playoffs after last year's
absence,
Byron Hickey was a domi-
nant scoring' force with four
touchdowns, and also took
Offensive Player of the Game
honours. Ryan Pyear con-
nected on all five of his pass-
es for 84 yards before being
pulled from the game in the
second, half. Derek Medler,
who was searching' for the
OUA single season rushing
record, captured the record
with his 191-yard perform-
ance oil 24 carries. However,
his short-lived record was
broken by McMaster running*
back Jesse Lumsden who
stayed in for the third quar-
ter against Waterloo and
secured the record. The move
to pull Medler was not sur-
prising, as history sometimes
finds a way to repeat itself.
Flashback to last year when
the Hawks played the Blues
and a questionable coaching-
decision to keep Ryan Pyear
in the game cost Pyear his
season when he tore his ACL.
Therefore, the decision to
pull Medler was justified.
In a season of highs
and lows, the Hawks
are an intriguing
team going into the
playoffs this year.
The second half of the
game could have easily been
called "The Backup Bowl" as
reserve players from the
Hawks came into the game to
give the starters some rest
before the playoffs. Backup
quarterback Jamie
Partington came into the
game and threw for 80-yards
and also connected on his
first touchdown pass to
Andrew Baechler.
The defense got into the
scoring melee as linebacker
Kevin MacNeill returned an
interception for another
Laurier touchdown. In total,
the Hawks amounted nine
touchdowns against the
Blues, However, late in the
game. The Blues
did get onto
the board as Carter
Livingstone rushed into the
end zone to whip the zero off
the board. The Varsity Blues
football program continues
to plummet, as for the second
season in a row the Blues
have failed to collect a victo-
ry. The Hawks, however, look
towards the playoffs and
their first round game
against the Ottawa Gee-Gees.
The Hawks beat the Gee-
Gees 30 - 20 in the opening
season of the game in Ottawa
and this time, the odds
should favour the Hawks
even greater as they play the
Gee-Gees at home on the turf
of University Stadium.
In a season of lots of highs
and two heartbreaking lows.
the Hawks are an intriguing
team going- into the playoffs.
All of the Hawks' wins
have come in convincing
fashion and their losses have
been close and hard fought.
But Laurier did fail to meet
the king of OUA football in
the McMaster Marauders,
who sit alone atop the OUA
standings with an undefeat-
ed record. Although the
Hawks have looked convinc-
ing in their OUA regular sea-
son,
there is no doubt that
the road to the Vanier Cup
goes through Hamilton this
year.
The journey to the
Vanier Cup begins this week
as the Laurier Golden Hawks
host the Ottawa Gee-Gees in
the OUA quarterfinals this
Saturday at University-
Stadium.
Season Totals
Derek Medler: 177 rush, 1420 yards, 3 TDs
Ryan Pyear: 88/149 1226yards, 14TD, 7INT
Laurier Athletics
The Hawks look to duplicate the success they had against Ottawa in
the regular season when they meet in the quarterfinals.OUA football standings
Real season begins
BERNARD DAWSON
Staff Writer
After eight weeks of grueling
regular season play, the time
has come for the OUA's best
to rise and take their first
steps toward the Vanier Cup.
This weekend is the first
round of the OUA football
playoffs and each of the
games look like a dandy.
Waterloo @ McMaster:
In the first match up the
OUA regular season champi-
ons McMaster Marauders
host the Waterloo Warriors.
This is a rematch of a game
that took place this past
weekend with Mac winning
57-10.
Barring a very strange X-
Files like event, I see no rea-
son why McMaster should
not win this one. All the
Marauders have to do is turn
star running back Jesse
Lumsden loose and this one
shouldbe done by half-time.
Pick: McMaster 50, Waterloo
14.
York @ Queens :
It's tempting* to pick Queens
in a landslide but I think this
will be closer than it appears
at first glace. Last weekend
York rookie running' back
Andre Durie put up massive
numbers against Ottawa,
breaking- the QUA record for
rushing' yards in a single
game.
If the York offensive line can
open a few holes
for Durie
this one shouldbe closer than
the teams first meeting: a 47-
7 Queens win.
Pick: Queens 38, York 24
Ottawa @ Laurier:
This one should be a win for
the Golden Hawks. Ryan
Pyear and Derek Medler lead
a powerful offensive attack
and the Laurier defense is as
tough as ever. These two
teams met in week one and
the Hawks pulled out a 30-20
victory.
Ottawa had a bit of a down
season, but still is a danger-
ous team. The Gee-Gees will
put up a fight, but they are
terrible at stopping the run.
Look for Derek Medler to
have a great game and for
the Hawks to win one in
front of the home crowd at
University Stadium.
Pick: WLU 35, Ottawa 17
Windsor @ Western:
Yet another rematch but
don't expect history to repeat
itself this time around. The
Lancers pulled off a huge
upset hi week one when they
beat the Mustangs 25-16 but
things should be different
this time around.
Western turned their season
around and finished 5-3,
while Windsor ended with a
4-4 record. While a Windsor
win over the Mustangs would
be nice, Western is simply the
better team. They have too
many weapons for the over-
matched Lancers to handle. It
will be a close one but look
for Western to advance.
Pick: Western 27, Windsor 21
Sports Shorts
Lady Hawks win season
opener
The Laurier Golden Hawks
Women's Hockey team,
opened their season against
the hated Western Mustangs
on Friday. The Hawks are
ranked 7th in the CIS and
look to repeat the success of
years past. However, the
Hawks will be without one of
their key fig-tires as star goal-
tender Cindy Eadie is out for
the season, training for the
Canadian Women's Olympic
Softball Team,
Laurier rookie Lyndsey
Parissenti opened the scoring
for the Hawks as she netted
her first CIS goal in the first
period of the game. Laurier
then got their second goal on
a power play by Candice
Djukic giving' the Hawks a
commanding 2-0 lead going
into the final period. Masters
student Emily Stein looked
solid in net stopping fifteen
of sixteen shots.
Laurier's success contin-
ued on Saturday when the
Hawks took on the Brock
Badgers in the second game
of the season. Laurier stum-
bled out of the gates by giv-
ing up an early goal to
Brock's Heather Allan.
However, this 1-0 lead
would be the only lead the
Hawks would allow. The
Hawks quickly struck back
with goals by Fiona Alston
and Merritt Blundy. Stein
would regain her composure
and shut out the Badgers for
the rest of the game stopping
22 shots.
The Hawks look to contin-
ue their early success against
Guelph on November 2nd in
Guelph.
Cross Country Excitement at
McMaster
The Laurier Cross-Country
Team participated in their
fourth and final race before
the QUA Championships this
past Saturday in Hamilton.
The Marauder Open took
place near McMaster
University on a course that is
described as fast and flat.
While the terrain proved to be
ideal for the runners, the
only uphill battle seemed to
be the unpleasant weather
conditions.
For the five kilometre
men's results, Laurier placed
fifth out of seven competing
Ontario universities with a
score of 156. The Golden
Hawks top three runners
were Sean Delanger and Rob
Hayes with times of 17:15,
and Daniel Johnson with a
time of 17:25.
For the four kilometre
women's results, Laurier
placed fourth out of six com-
peting track teams with
a
score of 98. The Golden
Hawks top three runners
were Kate Andruchon with a
time of 15:02, Erin Fox with
a time of 15:19, and
Leah
Weagant with a time of
15:32. The top runner in
this
category, Diane Nukuri,
set a
course record with a
breath-
taking'time of 13:18.
Heading into the
OUA
Championships in Toronto
this Saturday, the Laurier
Cross Country Team looks
poised and. strong*. Much
of
this has to be attributed
to
Coach Jeff Beech and Captain
Kaye Hope who have
bothput
in a tireless effort in develop-
ing a young program
and
garnering some respect
in
the process.
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School GP W L PF PA
McMaster 8 8 0 424 87
Queens 8 7 1 361 134
Laurier 8 6 2 313 158
Western 8 5 3 306 257
Windsor 8 4 4 242 231
Ottawa 8 3 5 230 201
York 8 3 5 163 265
Waterloo 8 2 6 142 328
Guelph 8 2 6 161 285
Toronto 8 0 8 42 438
Lacrosse likes it better on top
Hawks Lacrosse team swept the weekend double header
against Brock and McMcGill to remain unbeaten
BERNARD DAWSON
Staff Writer
If the general student popula-
tion. of Laurier was asked
which varsity team has the
best record so far this season,
it would be a safe bet that
most students would get this
question wrong. Most of
those who reply would proba-
bly say football and would
not be surprised to hear
either of the hockey teams
mentioned.
The answer wouldbe none
of the above. In fact the
Laurier varsity team with the
best record so far this season
is Women's Lacrosse. After a
sensational Sunday, the
squad is now a perfect 8-0
and sitting in the top spot of
the OUA.
The Ladies of Lacrosse
added their latest victories
with a pair of impressive
Sunday morning wins over
McGill and Brock at
University Stadium.
The first of the two visi-
tors to fall victim to the
Golden Hawks were the
McGill Eedwomen. Even
though the match began
at 8
in the morning, Laurier was
wide awake.
The Hawks took an early
lead and never looked back.
When the final whistle blew,
the score sheet read Laurier
19. McGill 5. The leading
scorer
for the Hawks was
Erica Howard who tickled the
twine four times.
Next up for Laurier were
the Brock Badgers, the num-
ber two team in the OUA
behind the Golden Hawks.
The first half was a see-saw
affair and both teams
searched for a weakness in
their opposition.
The Hawks were able to
find a hole in the Brock
defense and Laurier -went
intohalf time with a 6-3 lead.
The second half was also an
evenly played event and both
teams traded goals early on.
After the Hawks added an
insurance marker, the team
settled down and sat back to
defend their lead. Brock
began to pressure Laurier as
they searched for an opening
which would help them get
back into the game. However,
the Golden Hawks defense
held strong and Laurier
goalie Tamara Watt made
save after save to protect the
slim margin.
Neither team would score
again, and the match ended
as a 9-5 victory for the
Hawks. The win cemented
the Laurier team as the top
squad in the OUA as Brock
was the only other undefeat-
ed team in the league.
After the game Laurier
Head Coach Lynn Orth was
proud of her team but was
reluctant to take the squad's
remaining games for grant-
ed. "We're the mark everyone
is trying- to beat" she stated,
referring' to the team's cur-
rent position.
The Hawks have two more
games to go in their quest for
perfection.. The team travels
to Western next weekend for
the final two games of the
OUA season against Western
arid York.
Brandon Strilisky
Allyson Roy takes a pass from a Laurier teammate. The Hawks won
easily over Brock 9 - 5 to stand alone atop the OUA standings.
Where is Mr. Chris Keith?
DEREK IWANUK
Sports Editor
The Laurier Men's Basketball
program began its year by
hosting several teams from
around the CIS in their annu-
al tournament, The Hawk
Classic, This , was the first
time that the Laurier student
population got to see their
Golden Hawks without their
star power forward Chris
Keith, who is academically
ineligible for the upcoming'
season. The Hawks took the
first game from the
University of Toronto as they
won 73 - 67, but lost 78 - 62
in the finals against Waterloo
University.
The Hawks looked good
early on in their first game
against Toronto converting
on some key transition bas-
kets and taking a command-
ing 26 - 12 lead midway
through the first half.
However, some sloppy
defense and careless
turnovers hurt the Hawks
and eventually Toronto
would pull within two points
going' into the half.
The second half turned
into a seesaw battle as both
teams exchanged baskets
and turnovers. The Hawks
would escape with the win in
the dying minutes of the
game. A key block by Chris
Caruso with 2:30 left in the
second half would shift the
momentum into Laurier's
hands. Some quick transition
baskets and some key bas-
kets in the paint by Bert
Riviere secured the victory.
On Saturday, the Hawks
found themselves taking on
the rivals from down the
street, the University of
Waterloo. Waterloo grabbed
the lead from the tip off and
it seemed that Laurier could
never fully recover, Laurier's
defense was questionable,
and the quick transition
offense that had been so suc-
cessful against Toronto was
snuffed by the Waterloo
defense. By halftime the
Hawks were down 43-28.
The second half proved
much of the same as the first-
half, except it appeared as
though the Hawks came out
with a little more enthusi-
asm. Chris Caruso and Todd
Cooney each scored 13 points
in a losing effort.
Although the Hawks fin-
ished second, there were
many positive elements that
coach Peter Campbell was
happy with. "I think the
intensity at times was very
good. I thought we got after
the ball at times, and I
thought we played well off
positive things happening.
What we have to learn is to
play well off negative things
happening."
The absence of Keith has
no doubt left some major
holes in the team, but
Campbell reminds everybody
that the team is made up of
many talented individuals
who can each contribute and
fill these holes.
"Bert Riviere is someone
that everyone is going to
want to watch. Once he gets
fit, his athleticism is going to
make him exciting to watch.
He has a real sense of the
dramatic that yon like as a
player. Rob Innes is going to
be really important to us.
He's a big- guy and once he
relaxes and settles and learns
to be confident with who he is
and he does, I think he'll be
fine. I think this is a team
that is going- to be successful
by committee. We are going-
to have a lot of guys who con-
tribute on nights that we do
well."
The Men's Basketball team
will be one of the most inter-
esting 1 teams to follow this
year. The players they have
on the team are intriguing
because they all have the
potential to be solid players
in this league. How they
develop or how quickly they
develop will be key to
Laurier's success this season.
The Hawks have a couple
more preseason tournaments
and a few preseason games
before they tip off against
Laurentian on November 7th
at the Athletic Complex.
Golden Hawks
SportsCorner
OUA Lacrosse Standings
lE* c<l 1?.
West
Central
WLU Scoreboard
Men's Soccer Women's Soccer
WLU 1 WLU 0
UWO 1 UWO 3
Men's Rughy Women's Hockey
WLU 5 WLU 2
Brock 40 UWO 1
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School G W L T P
Queens 8 4 2 2 10
Toronto 8 3 3 2 8
McGill 8 3 5 0 6
Laurier 8 8 0 0 16
Western 8 2 5 1 5
York 8 0 8 0 0
Brock 8 6 1 1 13
McMaster 8 3 2 3 9
Guelph 8 2-51 5
The Cord
PASS IO NAT E
Photo Contest
Take any photo that shows
Passion
and you can win a
Photo Development Package
The deadline for submissions is November 14, 2003
Send photos
I)Electronically to http://photos.clublaurier.ca
or
2) Personally deliver to Sudent Publications (3rd floor FNCC)
cnappyphoto
-)
74 .
'j;/ & copy
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Entertainment
A bit more gore
MASSACRE OF THE MIND
TUDOR COSTACHE
The progressive stupidity of
the Texas Chainsaw Massacre
turns the movie into a cliche
that should only be seen if
you're mildly aroused by
trips to the abattoir.
As in most slasher movies,
five carefree youths are grue-
somely slaughtered by a
sadistic murderer — no new
life is injected into old
cliches. This is particularly
frustrating because the story
of Edward Gem, the
American psycho who wore
the skin of his victims while
dancing in the moonlight,
was told with horrific inten-
sity in other movies like
Psycho and Silence of the
Lambs.
"The Massacre" does not
fulfil its dark potentiality
and the climax is nothing' but
ail amplified dose of stupidi-
ty: the heroine chops off the
arm of a man twice her size
(who carries a massive chain-
saw) in four casual strokes
while he passively looks on.
While this doesn't completely
conclude the film, you'll be
miles ahead of every plot ele-
ment thrown your way right
up to
the bitter end.
"I decided that the
sound was more
frightening than the
images, so I began
plugging my ears at
the scary parts."
-Wilbur McLean
DON'T MAKE ME CRY
WILBUR MCLEAN
I can likely count on one
hand the total numberof hor-
ror movies I've seen in my
life. There's a reason for that:
I hate them. Well, it has less
to do with a hatred and more
that I hate being scared, hop-
ping around in my seat like a
popping kernel of popcorn
every time
I just know some-
thing's going to leap out of
somewhere and do some-
thing scary to someone.
This movie is no different.
I decided about half way
through that the sound was
more frightening than the
images themselves, so I
began plugging my ears at
the scary parts rather than
completely closing my eyes.
Luckily, this movie was
more gruesome than scary,
as it ramped up the gore with
the horrific emulation of a
hook slowly being" torn into a
person's back and other
equally joyous moments. At
least I
'
can handle those
scenes better than
Leathert'aee jumping out of a
random closet screaming
"boogawoogawooga' or some-
thing just as frightening.
Even so, I wouldn't have
paid for this movie, and that
has just as much to do with
the movie's quality as with
my desire to keep my under-
wear clean for as long as pos-
sible.
HIDDEN LESSONS WITHIN
THE MASSACRE
ERIC CHOW
There have always existed
the possibilities to have dif-
ferent 'objective' commen-
taries regarding film. Does
this option exist within Texas
Chainsaw Massacre? Horror
film, gore-fest,
suspense,
garbage, crap
and the biggest
waste of time
ever are some
of the exam-
pies of the
'proof that exists. Herein lies
the power of film,
which is
the possibility of real objec-
tivity and at the same time a
sense of academic merit. In
this particular movie, the
concept of agonistic behav-
iourism and how it negative-
ly affects our 'hegemonic'
society and its ideals of secu-
rity come to the forefront.
The film attempted to portray
the real dangers of paradigm
action when an individual
acts outside the scope of
rational behavior, through
fantastic special effects and
ironic sense of realism. See,
there truly exists a rationale
for attending even the
trashiest film of all time!
"Horror film, gore-
fest, suspense,
garbage, crap..."
-Eric Chow
SCARED TO DEATH
BRANDON CURRIE
First I have to admit that I
despise horror movies. So it
was not without a bit of
apprehension that I sat down
to take in a remake of the
most popular slasher movie
of all time, although I guess
because it involves a chain-
saw and not any kind of
slashing-instrument, it may
just be in a genre of its own'.
Secondly, I admit that I
loved this movie, not because
it was an excuse for exhibit-
ing gratuitous violence and
Jessica Bid's beautifully
toned midriff but, like its
predecessor, it excelled with-
in the confines of its genre.
The mockumentary footage
at the beginning even
inspired me to do my own
investigation of 'Leatherface.'
To spoil it for everyone: the
documentary footage isn't
real, the only real story it's
based on is an old Wisconsin
man who ate
people and then
used their skin
for coats and
furniture. There
never was a
chainsaw, a van-
load of GAP kids
or a creepy incestuous canni-
bal family.
Thirdly, 1 admit that this
movie scared me so much I
spilled my popcorn and
screamed like a schoolgirl.
Contributed Photo
The prerequisite for being murdered with a chainsaw is apparently a supremely shiny skin tone
Contributed Photo
"The original version was WAY
better!" ...riiiiiiight.
Hit and Run gaming fun
Simpsons: Hit and Run is one part simple mass appeal, one part Grand Theft
Auto and one part campy TV referencing. Most importantly, it doesn't suck.
LISA SIMMS
Cord Entertainment
KYLE FRANCIS
Cord Entertainment
I am no videogame aficiona-
do. In fact, don't tell Kyle,
but I never managed to beat
the original Mario Brothers
for NES (stupid eighth level
maze!). So when someone
brought home The Simpsons:
Hit and Run I was neither
impressed nor interested.
Yet as a huge fan of the
show, I sat down with my
equally videogame- chal-
lenged roommate "Diamond"
Jack to give it a whirl.
Four hours later, with
thumbs blistered and my
butt thoroughly numbed. I
decided that this was the
best game since "I'll show
you mine if you show me
yours." I was extensively
hooked to say the least.
The controls are easy to
master, which give hand-eye
co-ordinated dullards like
myself enough confidence to
continue shirking all my
scholastic duties in favour of
successfully getting Homer
through the "Tomacco
Patch" with vehicle intact.
However, each successive
mission is challenging'
enough to suit every player's
level of gaming experience.
The avid Simpson watch-
er will be pleased to hear
that the game is overflowing
with actual show references
that only a true fan would
notice. From the settings to
the hilarious character com-
mentary (look for Waylon
Smithers' "rear-end" analo-
gy). this game
is meticulous
in its attention to detail. I
really appreciate the time
and effort the creators put in
on this project. It not only
respects but also rewards the
ardent followerof the televi-
sion series.
This game
has changed
my life. Okay not my life,
but definitely the texture of
my thumbs. Ouch!
As a relatively enthusiastic
gamer, my initial attitude
toward The Simpsons: Hit &
Run, was one of skepticism
and distrust. From the origi-
nal Bart vs. The Space
Mutants to the more recent
Road Rage, Simpson's games
have typically been relatively
poorly executed and never
quite grasped the comical
flavour that we all love in the
cartoons.
Imagine my surprise to
find myself glued to my tele-
vision with my roommates,
ignoring our scholastic
duties, laughing out loud
and eagerly awaiting the
next level.
From start to finish, H&R
is full of entertaining anec-
dotes and cameos. In addi-
tion to the main members of
everyone's favourite dys-
functional cartoon family.
you get the opportunity to
use or interact with ali the
characters that we have
grownto know and
love over
the years.
The vehicles are equally
colourful. Prom Barney's
'Plow King' truck to Martin's
'Honor Roller' soapbox racer,
users will be delighted to get
behind the wheel of count-
less vehicles from the show.
In terms of length, we
managed to beat the core
goal of the game over one
weekend. However, the
extras that we neglected to
unlock were substantial to
say the least, enough to
offer
a user hours of Springfield
fun.
So if you're looking for a
less violent and more comi-
cal alternative to Grand Theft
Auto or just a game that you
can enjoy thoroughly with
the females in the house,
give Simpsons: Hit & Run a
shot. You won't be disap-
pointed.
In-game Simpsons politics
Gavin Prince
a -« s>
Lisa and Kyle display battle-scarred thumbs in a sign of approval
Contributed Photo
Top 5 (?)
Albums
...so classically R&B that I
regret my Caucasian skin's
limited capacity for soul,
and thereby had to make it a
top 10:
10. Otis Redding - -
"Dictionary of Soul"
9. A 1 Green - "Let's Stay
Together"
8. Sam Cooke - "Live at the
Harlem Square Club 1963"
7. Stevie Wonder -
"Fulfllingness' First Finale"
6. James Brown - "Say It
Loud, I'm Black and I'm
Proud"
5. Prince - "Sign o the
Times"
4. Marvin Gaye - "Let's Get
It On"
3. Sly & the Family Stone
-
"Stand"
2. Marvin Gaye - "What's
Going - On?'
1. Stevie Wonder - "Songs
in the Key of Life"
STEFAN SEREDA
Laurier-area streaker
sighting caught on film
Elusive pants-less runner utilizes
shoes to travel at great speed.
Now THAT'S entertainment!
Matt Benassi
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A brief intro to jam bands
Surprisingly enough, there's a valid
alternative to the music of MTV
DAVID RICCI
Cord Entertainment
Lets face it, music nowadays
is basically the same thing-
done over and over again. A
perfect example of this is the
"let's rip off Pearl Jam" tech-
nique employed by bands like
Nickelback, Staind. Theory of
a Deadman and Default.
What happened to not caring
about your "rock and roll"
image and just grooving to
the music?
Based largely 011 improv
and heavy drug use, jam
bands tear down all musical
constraints to create a
groove-based experience,
offering a valid alternative to
pop-rock. The primary thing
that sets jam bands apart
from the rest is that they
place no rules on their music,
constantly experimenting
with new techniques.
Because of this, jam bands
create some of the most rrrusi-
cally diverse tunes on the
face of the planet,
A great example of an
extraordinary jam band is
Phish. Even if you haven't
heard Phisli's music, you
must have heard of the band.
These guys are the Beatles of
What happened to
not caring about
your "rock and
roll" image and just
grooving to the
music?
the jam band circuit. Led by
stoner-rocker Trey Anastasio,
Phish is known as the never-
ending touring band who is
followed by legions of its
fans. Their song content
deals with mystic journeys
and encounters with strange
beings. One hilarious exam-
pie of this is found in the
song "Fluffy Bunny" - give it
a whirl. Phish, with over two
dozen studio and live record-
ings, are the ereme de la
creme when it comes to cur-
rent jam bands.
If you don't know Phish s
music, don't worry.
There are
numerous mainstream jam
bands that are played on all
the mainstream stations such
as MTV and MuohMusic.
Take, for example, the organ-
ic hip-hop group. The Roots,
The Boots, headed, by Black
Thought and the king- of hip-
hop beats ?uestlove, have
recently received a much-
deserved induction into the
jam band circuit. This past
summer, The Roots played
with Phish and other jam
bands such as The Disco
Biscuits on the successful
Bonoro Festival Tour.
Now I know that you've ail
heard of The Grateful Dead.
Without a doubt. The
Grateful Dead are the great-
est jam band of all time. The
Grateful Dead ruled the
American tour circuit with
an iron fist until the sad
death of legendary lead
singer and guitar player,
Jerry Garcia. An icon of the
scene. The Grateful Dead are
immortalized by their fans,
known as self-proclaimed
"Deadheads".
Should you care about jam
bands? I would like to think
so. Everyone loves shaggy
musicians high off their
asses who are playing new
and innovative music. Jam
bands embody a free-styling-
and unfettered aspect of
music which is very scarce in
the scene today. If you want
to expand your musical hori-
zons, X highly suggest you
make an effort to check out
some jam bands.
Contributed Photo
Phish in their glory days of 1990. Don't laugh, back then you were
wearing acid washed jeans and getting ready to dive into grunge
It's a Runaway hit! Cheese.
ERIC CHOW
Cord Entertainment
Runaway Jury contains an
all-star ensemble that
revolves around the three
major components of the law:
the defenders, the litigators
and the jurists. This film
attempts to portray how cer-
tain individuals attempt to
control as much of the sys-
tem as possible.
Wendell Rohr is a prose-
cutor who is suing a well-
established gun manufactur-
er in a landmark case. In
response to the suit, the man-
ufacturer has hired Rankin
Pitch (Hackman), a success-
ful battle-tested jury-consult-
ant who utilizes every means
possible to manipulate a jury
to ensure a win: wire-tap-
ping-, psychology, bribery
and blackmail.
Their linear battle of clev-
erness soon becomes a trian-
gle of deceit when Nick
Easter (Cusack) and his girl-
friend, Marlee (Weisz) enter
the picture. While Nick is
controlling the jurors,
Marlee is manipulating' the
attorneys. The film and sus-
pense progresses as it
attempts to show how each
party has power of influence
over the jury. So the question
that has to be ultimately
answered is "Who in fact does
control the jury?"
Academic Value
It would be almost 'bird-
like* to digress into a discus-
sion of the academic value of
this particular film.
Obviously, the power of the
law is the most obvious
answer. However, there is
another more 'important'
aspect of academia that could
be analytically examined
which the casual viewer,
untrained in film studies,
might overlook. I recognized
a plethora of lessons in
human psychology, particu-
larly in the area of behavior-
ism.
Who should you see it with?
Winona Ryder. But then
again, she's 'innocent'. I
guess her attorneys were
unable to view the film prior
to trial.
My Take
Although I had a difficult
time trying- to find a seat in a
sea of Matlock-viewers, this
John Grisham novel-based
film of the same name was
certainly what was expected;
a great law-themed suspense-
f'ul thriller.
The suspense that was
depicted between Hoffman,
Hackman, Cusack and Weisz
was truly incredible. The
camera work was phenome-
nal in attempting- to shift
scenes quickly enough to sti-
fle viewers from over-analyz-
ing* the possible conclusion,
while allowing them to fully
take in the presented infor-
mation. The fact that there
were more twists in the plot
than in a tie-dye shirt cer-
tainly helps the film lead up
to a surprising ending'.
All this was accomplished
by the microscopic mise-en-
scene, in which the director
was concerned with every lit-
tle aspect that was shown on
the screen from the dark
'war-room' of Pitch to the
realistic lighting of the
morally-ambiguous French
Quarter of New Orleans.
Cheeky Fact
During the filming of Wag
The Dog, Hoffman, De Niro
and Barry Levinson met
President Clinton, who asked
them what the movie was
about, De Niro, hoping- that
someone else would have a
more 'appropriate response*
looked over to Levinson, who
in turn looked over to
Hoffman, who immediately
started to tapdance.
Contributed Photo
Nonchalantly leaning on a cop car
Contributed Photo
He's mad... somebody's gonna
get it, but not in the good way
HEARSAY
Three years ago Iron Maiden
released Brave New World, an
ass-kicking' heavy metal
album worthy of the Iron
Maiden label. Recently the
heavy metal icons have
released their thirteenth stu-
dio album Dance ofDeath,
Bruce Dickinson's vocals
are unmistakable and liis
fingerprints are all over this
album as he co-wrote over
half of the disc's tracks. This
album helps solidify
Dickinson's status as one of
the greatest front men in the
metal genre. He oozes pas-
sion and belts out some of
the best Maiden lyrics ever.
With lyrics like "I stand
alone in this desolate space /
In death they are truly alive
massacred innocence, evil
took place, the angels were
burning alive," from
"Montsegur" or "In the
smoke in the mud and lead,
smell the fear and the feeling
of dread / Soon be time to go
over the wall / Rapid fire and
the end of us all," from
"Paschendale", it's easy for
Maiden fans to get into this
album quickly. t-
The lone drawback of
Dance ofDeath is that it isn't
an album that will draw in
new fans like Brave New
World or Number of the Beast
did in 1982. Dance ofDeath
is a good Maiden album but
not a great one.
Maiden fans, on the other
hand, should really make
space for this album on their
shelves. It's worth the buy.
Take it home, throw it in and
enjoy one of' the greatest
rock-out sessions you'll
experience this year.
Colin Duffett
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WeelzCy Lyrics
"'Pull me out front inside
_
1 am foCded and unfolded and unfolding
1 ''
Do you know these numerically birdy lyrics? Sing - them in the
shower perhaps? Be the first to send an email with the song
and artist name to whieiitertaimiient@yahoo.ea and I'll put
your name or picture somewhere in the next issue, plus you'll
get a magical mystery prize CD!
Last week:
Jaclyn Lee took the victory, informing me that the weekly
lyrics were from A Perfect Circle's "The" Moose" in a variety of
different font sizes and types. She gets extra points for sty-
listic communications, but the status of her free CD is cur-
rently in question for the sole purpose of adding drama to her
life.
- Cfris, (Entertainment fEditorr
Book Wl!
NOUI! §*
TRAVEL CUTS X—T
See the world your way i
Fred Nichols Campus Centre
886.8228
www.travelcuts.com
\ Travel CUTS is owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students. /
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IjQj The GW is off. We are going after You gave me the wrong number,
Ujgy DAFE. Sorry we led you on by Pretty girl at the Turret, and now I
Teach English Overseas For Rent
Mel B.
"
speaking to you. can t hear your voice. You must
Jobs $$ Guaranteed-Great F'av. 4 month lease - 141 MacGregor Happy Birthday!!!!
Your Secret Admirer have inverted some numbers on
TESOL Certified 5 days in-class Cres. One room in three bedroom Carly,
Mirandaand Tina
~
—7
account of the beer you were
(Guelph Oct. 8-12), on-line or by unit to share with two others.
My Greatest Wish Call me when you get
correspondence. FREE Information Rent per month $275.00 all inclu-
Stefan, Iwant to lactate. Alas lam male. this, 111 be waiting.
Seminar FREE INFOPACK- sive You're clearly drunk and back at
The potential such a skill would Boy at the Turret who you gave
1-888-270-2941 globaltesol.com
the officc at lam - There is somc - hav
,
e in the
112
kitchen and as a party the wrong number to
thing sad about that, but at the trick is unfathomable.
Part-Time wort
rO Jl |ilj s same time, lam extremely envious.
Paid" part-time support worker
I want to be drunk too and appar- AH Pl^r^tTlPnK
positions available in various resi-
believes this to be bad. I LJaSSITieCI Q
dential settings for individuals with Sew
What?
believe Bryn to be bad. Cheers.
developmental challenges. Every Need jeans shortened, buttons
Caitlin
Ct-i NT Qti A
second weekend and/or relief replaced, or a patch put on your
olUQcni: iNOn-otUueill:
hours. Generally Bor 12 hour favourite pants? Call and make an
Team
j2 3 BRFAK
, $5 for Under 30 WOrds $1() for Under 30 WOl'ds
shifts. Experience an asset. Send appointment with Stephanie @
«naK 011 nrtc. i...z...,i..bkmi\.
.
resume to Don Mader e/o K-W 497-5323. Most alterations
Way to uphold the ol powerpomt. $8 tor 31"O0 WOrOS $13 for 31~60 WOrCtS
Habilitation Senaces, 108 Sydney returned within
four days.
Other parts of team cleavage
centS fol" each 10 CentS for each WOrd
Street South Kitchener, ON, N2G
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2V2 Need Storage (Waterloo)
Roomie i
;
2&3 word over 60 over 60
'Minimum 8 month committment Indoor all sizes $29.95. $39.95,
1 URN OFF THE LIGHFS!
$44.95 call Harry, KW Safe
hove.
International Careers Teaching Storage
570-0985, 136 Moore
Your Sexy Beast Call 884-o*7lo CXt. 3560
English Avenue s. Waterloo. for more information or visit the WLUSP office
Thousands ol new jobs monthly! A
real opportunity for adventure. The
College of Applied Linguistics is
offering a 5-day TESOL Certificate —_—
Course Wilfrid Laurier
"I,™n
House
2 Volunteer with The Friends Program SliDGr
?-<
888
e
24^-65i2°opm Volunteer a few hours weekly during the school day and make
iNTLcollegeoflinguistics.com a life long difference to a child.Volunteers
are matched by the
, Hour Servke
Canadian Mental Health Association with children who need
Part Time Babysitter/Mother's additional support at school. Friends operates in partnership Eye Exam Arranged
r- , „
. . , with the local school boards and helps children 4-15 years.
2 children ages 5 and 2 - includes
some light house work Approx. 10 Call 744-7645 CXt 317
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MCAT, OAT, DAT, PCAT, Soap s a
Correspondence/self study pro-
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gram single-subject seminars on '
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weekends. Study packages for 'xhi'- Wm.
MCAT, DAT, OAT, PCAT. Complete V ' fr.-J
sets of notes and practice tests f&Sp'
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with detailed answer keys. For j
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detailed information about each llflll mftir
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ping charges, refund policy and . M
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SUN TRAVEL DEALS I / J
[Reading Week (Feb.) to Cancun, 112 / aHHH|
Aeapulco, Cuba, Dominican etc. or Ij^*'
Specialists! Earn P'ree Trips or
x
-''1 ' 1 ,\' .' |)l 11' "I!'"'
_
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, . . v.t
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199.00/person, inclusive!
Instruction in guitar, bass, voice
in up-town Waterloo. Learn from a
professional recording and per-
formingartist. jm112 as fe §far p[ayen Qr ifye magical futHes dancing
around his head.
www.adrianjones.org
*' *
info@adrianjones.org or . www.OLGCca
519.886.4514 K
0 For more information call 1-800-387-0098 pour renseignements en Slßrt I IMC
|k.« KNOW YOUR LIMIT, PLAY WITHIN IT! VKl|#| INI*
KZX The Ontario Problem Gambling Helpline 1-888-230-3505. ■
PRO-LINE is governed m ihe mmrespecling PBCrUNt which
are available ton the OLGC upon request
These Rules contain limitations of liability. Sport lottery products me not assooiaiedwith, sponsored
amtedb* or endorsed by, ary sports 'eague. meroer
team, playeis, athletes. posonaWes.
orother atftotes in any mftai mustbe arninimurn ol 18 years ofage to participate OLGC may.
*any time and at
its sola discretion, reluse to issue ticketsbearing any selectionana may M.he
aggregate wager,ng or pus payou.
When they say "do this" they
describe their sitting 1, lying,
or twisting* pretzel-like in all
their human glory: ripples,
folds, body hair, imperfec-
tions- and the great thing is,
it is natural and it's okay no
matter what you look like.
They are comfortable with
themselves, which allows the
artists to take this personal
freedom and translate it into
shapes and shadows on the
page. It is important to note,
say Ward and tlie two mod-
els, that nudity is not a lin-
gering theme: sexuality
doesn't sell this time. There
is something pure and beau-
tiful about life drawing that
transcends the objectifica-
tion of the human form.
So, what do we take from
all this? All-this exposure,
all this nakedness?
Hopefully, if the lighting is
right and your mind is open,
the acknowledgement, says
Ward, that there is "beauty
in every body." Yes that
means everybody, but more
specifically, every body-
whether you weigh four or
four hundred pounds. Life
drawing works to capture
the essence of the beauty of
the human form.
Yes, art class teaches the
mechanics of mass, form,
and line- but beyond this,
there is an intangible quality
that speaks of the energy
and beauty that the artists
send out in their own cre-
ative freedom. On screen,
this need to be honest about
the appeal of the human
form is captured in "Behind
the Robe." Playing October
23rd at the Princess
Cinemas, go see the under-
side - okay all sides of the
mystery of posing just as
you are.
Arts
Manet's Risque
THOMAS THOMPSON
Special Projects
Editor
It has been considered one of
the greatest art scandals in
history: Edourd Manet's "Le
Dejeuner sur le Herbe,"
which shocked and horrified
viewers at the Salon of 1863
in Paris. Relegated to the
annex known as the "salon
de refuse"- in short, the reject
gallery, this painting' of two
well-dressed men having
lunch with a naked women
was offensive and scan-
dalous. According to legend,
even Emperor Napoleon 111
was disgusted. Yet it remains
one of the most controversial,
studied and reproduced
works of art today - 140
years after
its creation.
This Thursday October
23rd, "Masterworks: The
Private Life of A Masterpiece"
on TVO will examine how
Manet created a masterpiece
that was not only ahead of its
time but is also the result of
the influence of great classi-
cal works and still inspires
today. One of the most shock-
ing aspects of the image is
the naked woman, whose
eyes are described as "invit-
ing the viewer" to join in the
image.
One of the most scan-
dalous aspects of the woman
is that she is painted as a an
ordinary woman, possibly
resembling a prostitute or a
mistress that many of the
middle class men attending
the show would have had
relations with. Manet himself
was probably not innocent of
this habit either; in the left
hand corner of the painting,
hidden from the eyes of
everyone except the most
observant viewer is a small
frog* in the lower left-hand
corner. "Frog*" was a contem-
porary slang word for prosti-
tute.
The Manet-style combined
still life, figure painting' and
landscape into the same
work. The work was deemed
by one critic as "confused and
unsettling" but the same crit-
ic also suggested the Manet
was a misguided genius
ahead of his time.
Partially inspired by
Raphael's "The Judgment of
Paris" and Giorgione's
"Concert Champetre" Manet
would inspire a century of
works centering on the
theme of clothed men sitting
with a naked woman by a
riverside. Pablo Picasso, who
viewed the work as a young
man, spent three years in the
later part of his life trying to
recreate this imagery.
"Le Dejeuner sur le Herbe"
has even transcended medi-
ums into different branches
of art. The artist Alain
Jacquet cotemporized the
image in the 1980*s by mak-
ing a photograph of a similar
scene and then creating silk
screen prints of it. In 1981,
the pop group Bow Wow Wow
imitated this scene for the
cover of their album. One of
the most unique interpreta-
tions of this work exists in
New Jersey. Noted American
sculptor J. Seward Johnson
Jr. has created replica sculp-
tures of this notorious paint-
ing in the glen of a forest.
The reaction of the aver-
age visitor is still the same.
The unanswerable questions,
"what is this? and what is
going on?"
Nude, Inc.
(continued from Cover)
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The Shops & Restaurants at
140 -170 University Ave.
rfi#*lfti *ft Exciting Holiday Job Opportunities @ global Media
are now 9 ■■■ company
"JOIN THE WINNING TEAM"
Fibre .mt
Wi*Fi
WIRELES^SINTERNET
arvato services, Inc. is a fast growing companythat offers a culture of career
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■■4 v% \ | Representatives
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Dirty, pretty, and falling in love
She said: (sigh) I love this movie- very impressed
KATIE WEST
Arts Editor
I saw the face of the girl from
Arnelie and for some stupid
reason, thought Dirty Pretty
Things was a chick flick. The
wake-up call about my
assumption came in the sec-
ond minute of the movie,
when the sweetheart protag-
onist Okwe unclogs the toilet
in Room 510 and finds (gag*)
an unmentionable.
This scene, which on its
own could be classified as dis-
gustingly gross, is actually a
link to a story that is so cap-
tivating in its reality that any
blood or gore becomes irrele-
vant. What
becomes important in this
movie, starring Audrey
Tautou and Chiwetel Ejiofor,
is an awkward yet incredibly
cute budding* friendship
between two immigrants
struggling* to make it in
London. He's a soft-spoken
Nigerian, she's a Turkish
Muslim and together they
share a quiet chemistry that
ties themto each other and to
everyone in the audience.
Okwe is an utterly serious
and virtuous man, whose
straight face is ruined only
when Senay tells him that in
all the time she's known him.
"you've laughed three
times... I've counted."
As luck would have it, it
turns out that in London,
England there is nothing so
dangerous as a virtuous
man; or so Okwe is told by
the token bad guy and all-
around jerk who attempts to
exploit the innocentpair.
The two of them endure
horrible jobs and horrific
bosses; immigration enforce-
ment officers and a running
and hiding* lifestyle; that is
until they are able to secure
passports and escape their
strained lives. The cost of
survival is high- disturbing
sexual scenes show that
Senay learns this the hard
way and Okwe doesn't
remain unscathedeither. He's
a cab driver and front desk
clerk, but in Nigeria was a
doctor. Although being
allowed to perform his rou-
tine surgeries and operations
sounds better than sticking it
out in his minimum wage
jobs. Okwe encounters the
dark side of medicine when
he is forced to operate at an
unthinkable cost.
Near the end of the movie,
(crunch-time for the love-
birds), Okwe's friend tells
him that "being* good at chess
usually means [being] bad at
life." Unfortunately, Okwe is
a terrific chess player. The
bittersweet end comes to an
inevitably forked path that
leads Senay to New York and
Okwe to his daughter.
Unfortunately, as luck
would have it, Okwe's daugh-
ter does not live in New York.
The good thing- is. as Senay
tells her love, "so it is in
there- I can hear it... your
heart." The pair is able to get
out of their serious London
problems and into love, but of
course things are never per-
fect; if they were, they would-
n't be so intriguing'ly dirty or
organically pretty.
Contributed Photo
Wordly-wise Senay (Audrey Tautou ) faces immigration and illegality in "Dirty Pretty Things"
He said: I'm planning to see it again
NICK CZEKURLON
Cord Arts
Whether you're a fan of direc-
tor Stephen Frears (High
Fidelity), have late night
dreams about Audrey Tautou
{Arnelie} or simply enjoy
films with award-winning
writing* and acting, Dirty
Pretty Things should definite-
ly be on your list of films to
see. Dirty Pretty Things is
about that exactly.
It is both beautiful and
dark in its telling of the
Londonlife that exists for the
immigrant workers of a local
hotel. The story focuses on
two illegal workers - Okwe, a
Nigerian man who has come
to London to forget his past
and Senay. a Turkish woman
who is searching for the path
to a better life. They face
enormous struggles as they
attempt to survive within the
cracks of society. Okwe
works two jobs to stay afloat
and rents space in Senay's
apartment.
Immigration officials hear
a rumour that Senay is rent-
ing* her apartment (which is
illegal for immigrants in the
first six months, as is work-
ing) so she must always hide
in the shadows and is forced
to quit her job at the hotel.
Where she runs to from
there, however, seems just as
bad as what she is running
from. Okwe begins to face his
own troubles at the hotel
after making a startling dis-
covery late one night in one
of the rooms. The discovery
leads him into a dark world
that is almost too horrible to
imagine but it does offer safe-
ty for both Senay and Okwe.
In the end, they must decide
what they are willing to sac-
rifice in order to live as free
people.
The writing is absolutely
spectacular and worthy of
the awards it has won, as it
blends natural, intelligent
humour into a world that
seems devoid of light. Other
worthy awards have been
given to Chiwetel Ejiofor
(Okwe) for his superb per-
formance. All the characters
are strong from the begin-
ning, all living in a world
that seems underground and
separate from what most peo-
ple see of London. The world
we see on screen is so real
that it seems sad to believe it
exists but it exists with a lit-
tle warmth, offering a hope-
ful ending for those who find
themselves lost in the cracks.
This is easily one of the best
films I have seen in a long-
time, I'm already making-
plans to see it again and it's
reserved a spot in my home
collection, so make sure you
don't miss out on this one.
You can catch it all this
month at Princess Cinema.
Regular joe, comic book cinema
She said: A personal superhero story
KIM BROWN
Cord Arts
When you think about a
movie based on a comic book,
you probably picture movies
like Spiderman or Daredevil.
Well, strange as it sounds,
American Splendor also falls
into this category.
Based on the comic books
of the same name, this film
tells the story of Harvey
Pekar, an average Joe from
Cleveland. The movie is not
concerned with incredible
feats, high-flying- stunts or
skin-tight suits. Instead, we
see Harvey Pekar choose
flannel over latex, and gloom
and doom over spider webs.
Pekar's comic deals with the
day-to-day moments in his
normal existence, from
standing- in the grocery line
to his mundane job as a file
clerk. In the film, we see the
build-up of these events that
eventually lead Pekar to
write about his life.
One of the best things
about this movie is that it
tells the true story of a man's
life, and is not a Hollywood
version of a true story. The
element that makes it so is
Pekar's genuine presence
alongside his wife, his
daughter and his friends.
Also, we see real moments
in the characters' lives. For
example, we' get to see
Pekars appearances on David
Letterman, and Toby
Radloffs appearance on MTV.
From the very beginning, we
are made to feel that this film
is almost like a personal con-
versation between the audi-
ence and Pekar.
As a part of the movie, we
are shown parts of interviews
with Pekar in which he talks
to us about how he thinks
and feels. This film has been
widely praised and has been
awarded both a Sundance
International Film Festival
Grand Jury prize, and the
Cannes International Film
Festival Fipresci award. If
you are looking for a movie
that is brutally realistic as
well as funny and entertain-
ing, look no further than
American Splendor on now at
the Princess Cinemas.
Contributed Photo
This ponderous man is Harvey Pekar, a thoughtful superhero who
wears flannel, not latex; a thinking cap, not web-shooters
He said: A rating of seventy and one-half jackpots...???
JON BOOREN
Cord Arts
American Splendor is a well-
crafted, interesting film. Our
main man is Harvey Pekar,
played by Paul Giamatti (Man
on the Moon, Private Parts,
Saving Private Ryan...and on
a less noteworthy note, the
fuy
who turns blue in BigFat
iar). He is a file clerk at a
Cleveland hospital who
begins writing an alternative
autobiographical comic book
with the help of his friend
Robert Crumb; the storyline
focuses on the mundane tri-
als and aggravations of
everyday life.
Giamatti does an excellent
job portraying Pekar. from
the voice impairment to the
nervous twitches you notice
in his eyes. The movie begins
as if it's a classic autobio-
graphical film narrated by
Pekar himself - following
him growing old and meet-
ing his neurotic third wife,
Joyce Brabner (played by
Hope Davis of About
Schmidt), etc. We get it.
However, once you have
prepared yourself to watch
this "type" of movie, the
directors break away from
this established pattern into a
documentary-like examina-
tion of Pekar's life. The movie
begins showcasing some
important life moments and
showing you a few of the peo-
ple who have been or who
will soon be characterized by
the film's actors.
This gives you an enor-
mous amount of respect for
both Giamatti and Judah
Friedlander (who plays
Pekars friend and co-worker,
Toby Radloff). A few of you
may know
Friedlander as the
guy who walks around giv-
ing- people hugs in that Dave
Matthews video; here he and
his counterpart both contin-
ue their magic through
amazing character portray-
als. During these "docu-
breakaways," the shots are
reminiscent of Wes
Anderson's work. To explain,
similarities include showing
the audiovisual guy and vari-
ous pieces of equipment
much like Anderson did with
Rushmore or those commer-
cials he made for the MTV
Movie Awards.
But then, right as you get
into the documentary mind-
set, the directors flip you
back into the story again.
All this might sound
annoying but the segues
from one genre to the other
were well doneand didn't
dis-
rupt the film. To cap this all
off, the soundtrack was jazz-
heavy and featured the likes
of the Oscar Peterson trio,
Jay McShann, Dizzy
Gillespie, Joe Maneri,
Chocolate Genius and Marvin
Gaye.
So it breaks down as fol-
lows: when you combine
Pekar's amusing slant on his
semi-crappy life with his odd
friends, his neurotic wife, a
cast of talented actors and a
soundtrack full of jazz
music— American Splendor
ends up an all-around
half-
decent film. When all is said
and done, the film's arbitrary
scale rating stands at seventy
and one-half jackpots. Pretty
Good.
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